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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

CONTEXT-AWARE DATA CACHING
FOR MOBILE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS
by
Stylianos Drakatos
Florida International University, 2006

Miami, Florida
Professor Niki Pissinou, Co-Major Professor
Professor Kia Makki, Co-Major Professor
The deployment of wireless communications coupled with the popularity of portable
devices has led to significant research in the area of mobile data caching. Prior research has focused on the development of solutions that allow applications to run in
wireless environments using proxy based techniques. Most of these approaches are
semantic based and do not provide adequate support for representing the context of
a user (i.e., the interpreted human intention.). Although the context may be treated

implicitly it is still crucial to data managerment. In order to address this challenge
this dissertation focuses on two characteristics: how to predict (i) the future location
of the user and (ii) locations of the fetched data where the queried data item has
valid answers. Using this approach, more complete information about the dynamics
of an application environment is maintained.
The contribution of this dissertation is a novel data caching mechanism for pervasive computing environments that can adapt dynamically to a mobile user's context.
In this dissertation, we design and develop a conceptual model and context aware
protocols for wireless data caching management.

Our replacement policy uses the

validity of the data fetched from the server and the neighboring locations to decide

v

which of the cache entries is less likely to be needed in the future, and therefore a
good candidate for eviction when cache space is needed. The context aware driven
prefetching algorithm exploits the query context to effectively guide the prefetching process. The query context is defined using a mobile user's movement pattern
and requested information context. Numerical results and simulations show that the
proposed prefetching and replacement policies significantly outperform conventional
ones.
Anticipated applications of these solutions include biomedical engineering, telehealth, medical information systems and business.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of pervasive mobile networks combined with the capability to support
large databases promise new opportunities for mobile applications. However, in order
to efficiently support these applications, mobile platforms are required to cache portions of the available data so that access over relative slow communication channels
can get accelerated and communication disruptions may be minimized.
One of the most popular mobile applications is the provisioning of services using
location information known as location-based services (LBS). LBS use the location
information of mobile users to provide them with relevant information based on their
geographical position [1, 6, 11]. Through LBS, mobile clients can access location sensitive information, such as traffic reports, hotel information and weather forecasting.
Location-aware dynamic caching and prefetching computing is a widely used technique used to improve performance in mobile computing environments [3, 9}. Prior
research on data caching [12, 14] and prefetching [28, 11] has focused on the development of solutions that allow applications to run in wireless environments using
proxy-based techniques. Even though most of these approaches are semantic-based,
they do not provide adequate support for representing the context of a user (i.e., the
interpreted human intention.).

Although the context may be treated implicitly, it
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is still very crucial to data management in a

mobile environment, since potentially

context-sensitive and highly personalized information can be disseminated to mobile
users. Even though the location information has been used as a key field of the user's
query context, not enough attention has been paid to the other query fields (predicates) which define the user's information context. The characteristics of the mobile
environments and the mobile user needs for dynamic provisioning of information content make most previous caching and prefetching techniques unsuitable.
This dissertation aims to solve this problem by presenting a novel data caching
mechanism for pervasive computing environments that can adapt dynamically to a
mobile user's context. In the dissertation we design and develop a conceptual model
and context aware protocols for wireless data caching management. The presented
replacement policy uses the validity of the data fetched from the server and the neighboring locations to decide which of the cache entries is less likely to be needed in the
future, and therefore a good candidate for eviction when cache space is needed. The
context aware driven prefetching algorithm exploits the query context to effectively
guide the prefetching process.

The query context is defined using a mobile user's

movement pattern and requested information context.

In this chapter the principles of data caching, with a particular emphasis on cache
management and prefetching, are first presented, then the goals, issues and assumptions of this dissertation are elaborated. Finally this chapter concludes with the scope
and the outline of this dissertation.

1.1
1.1.1

Background and Preliminaries
Data Caching Overview

Data caching in mobile environments can support many applications and many levels
of information systems design enhancing performance without significantly increasing
the cost and complication of the overall information system design.

Caching can

occur at least at three different locations: (i) the server, (ii) the proxy server, and
(iii) the client. Of these, server caching is used not a means to reduce delays, but
as an effective way to reduce the demand for clients' connections on a single server.
Enterprise applications where data caching is applied include the traditional clientserver distributed environment, the web and the much newer mobile and wireless
environments. Figure 1.1, shows a taxonomy of the main data caching applications,
data caching techniques and the cache main processes discussed in this chapter. In
a web environment, proxy servers deal with aggregate user demnand.

Caches are

commonly located at the client and at proxy servers [62], which are found within a
user's intranet. Client data caching is particularly important in mobile computing,
because it can reduce wireless communication and has been shown to be an effective

way to handle the above problems [18, 29, 14].
In traditional legacy systems a predictive caching system

makes optimal caching

decisions regarding the caching of the most important files, based on the types of
user interaction with these files [4]. Through the concept of semantic distances the
distance between files and directories is measured and quantified.
which the files are accessed can also be taken into account.

The

sequence in

One such approach is

found in the SEER system, which was implemented as a modification to the UNIX
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Figure 1.1: A data caching taxonomy.
kernel and a collection of user-level processes to calculate semantic relations among
the files. These were logged by the kernel in a trace buffer and examined later to
make optimal caching decisions.
While the traditional data dissemination systems use physical information to organize data and caching techniques based on page and tuple caching [13, 5], newer data
caching techniques maintain the associated answers (data items) of previous queries
as well as their meaning (purpose).

This form of information description is called

semantic description, and makes it possible to reason about and derive knowledge
from the given description. A semantic cache was defined in [7] composed of a set
of cached items, which are called semantic segments. During a new query processing
the semantic description is used to determine what percentage of the query can be
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answered locally, and what data are missing and therefore need to be fetched from
the server.
Typical caching techniques, such as page and tuple caching, maintain no semantic
information about the data being cached.

This makes it difficult to manage the

cache based on the user's interests. A semantic cache, however,

maintains

not only

the data in the cache but also semantic information about its contents. Semantic
caching is particularly attractive in a mobile computing environment due to the fact
that the amount of data to be cached is reduced. This in turn reduces the wireless
network traffic and resource usage at the mobile unit. Both of these are desirable in
a potentially resource poor mobile computing environment.
In a distributed heterogeneous environment, such as the mobile environment, the
semantic data caching paradigm is an important technique for improving the performance of wireless data dissemination systems. Semantic caching is by nature an
ideal cache scheme for Location Dependent Data (LDD) applications due to the following reasons. First the semantic caching is built on the semantic locality among
queries, which perfectly fits the LDD applications where semantic rather than tem-

poral or spatial locality is exhibited [5, 7].

Secondly, continuous LDD queries can

be incrementally processed by semantic caching.

With each successive request, a

much smaller trimmed LDD query is processed at the server side and only the differences are transmitted over the wireless link. Thirdly, semantic caching makes cache
management more flexible.
Another data caching technique in a

mobile

environment called object caching

relates to mobile objects or mobile clients who are on the move. These mobile objects
need to be constantly provided with the relevant data they need depending on their
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location. This brought forward the problem of keeping track of the mobile objects
and therefore the need of databases to support moving objects and data structures
to support their functioning. These

moving

objects are represented in a Database for

Moving Objects (DOMINO) containing the moving objects and their location [30].
Object caching techniques have demonstrated that discrete representations could
be mapped into data structures that can be used in a DBMS environment providing
a precise base for the implementation of spatio (space predicate) - temporal (time
predicate) extension package to be added to a suitable extensible architecture. These
moving object databases have to be continuously updated and queried. The update
problem needs to determine when the location of a moving object has to be updated.
These moving objects will generate random queries depending on their position. A
critical set of capabilities such as the support for spatial and temporal information
have to be built on top of existing databases in order to support moving objects
databases [17]. Additionally, a new data model needs also to be introduced to check
the location update policies and their performance.

1.1.2

Location Dependent Data

Queries

A location dependent (LD) query is a query which is processed on location dependent data, and whose results depend on the location criteria explicitly or implicitly
specified. Moreover, the result may change as the user changes location. An example
of these queries may involve a traveler who gets different gas station information as
s/he moves to different locations. Furthermore, since the same question is asked continuously, there may be a large degree of overlap in the results of consecutive queries
Clearly, continuously evaluating a query from scratch would be very inefficient. If

we keep a cache on the mobile unit, part of the new query result could be obtained
locally. By doing this, the wireless network traffic is reduced, and the system performance is improved as well. To dynamically adapt to the query access pattern, the
cached contents are required to move as the mobile unit moves.
Mobile clients querying static objects create queries like: "Tell me where is the
nearest gas station?" and "Where is the nearest restaurant?" which are popular
queries in real-world location applications. In general the mobile clients submitting
this kind of queries are mobile and the data objects are fixed. The main challenge of
this type of queries is how to get the location of the clients and how to guarantee the
validation of the results when the client keeps moving during the query evaluation
process.

Queries

such as "Report all the available hospitals within a 500-meter radius" are

an extension of this type of query. A LD query becomes more difficult to answer
when it is submitted as a continuous query. For example, a client in a moving car
may submit the query: "Tell me the room rate of all the hotels within a 500 meter
radius from me" continuously in order to find a cheap hotel. Since the client keeps
moving, the query result becomes time-sensitive in that each result corresponds to
one particular position and has a valid duration because of location dependency. The
representation of this duration and how to transmit it to the client are the major
focuses of Continuous

Queries

(CQ). Sistla et al. [17], employed a tuple to bind the

valid time duration of the query result.
Of course, the LDD queries listed above can also contain querying about location
independent attributes, such as: "Tell me the nearest restaurant providing Chinese
food." Since these queries can be broken down into two parts: one for location-
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dependent information and the other for location-independent attributes, we only
consider queries on location-dependent information as the others can be retrieved by
traditional query-processing methods. In particular, this dissertation focuses on the
continuous type of queries initiated by mobile users querying static objects.

1.1.3

Cache Management Processes

Regardless of the cache techniques described in the previous section and the organization model being used the following data caching main issues (shown in Figure
1.1) make the design of client cache management for wireless data disseminations a

challenge.

1. Cache replacement: Cache replacement refers to the process that takes place
when the cache becomes full and old data items (objects) must be removed to
make space for new (newly referenced) ones. An effective cache replacement

policy is needed to decide which cache entries will remain and which will be
evicted to make space for new data, since the cache is inevitably small to hold
all the data referenced and, thus, some data must be evicted when new data is
brought in. It is obvious that the cache will perform best if the data evicted is
that which is least likely to be referenced again.

2. Cache prefetching policy (also called cache hoarding): Cache prefetching automatically preloads automatically data values into the cache for possible future access requests. Prefetching in association with replacement manages the
client's cache, providing an effective technique to handle information provisioning for users with limited resources and frequent disconnections.
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3. Cache coherence strategy: Cached results from previous queries may become
invalid when the mobile client moves from one location to another, or even
when the objects residing at the database server are updated. A cache coherence
strategy usually involves cache invalidation and update schemes to invalidate
and up-date an outdated cached entry. An invalidation policy maintains data
consistency between the client cache and the server. This is achieved by the
origin server notifying clients if a cached object has changed. Another approach
for cache coherence is cache validation. With cache validation, the clients verify
the validity of their cached objects with the origin server. A detailed work in
cache coherence control is presented in

1.2

[29].

Motivation

In the real world, as mobile users change locations, they most likely tend to request the
same data item a few times until switching to another one. For example considering
the case of the mobile user asking questions to find the nearest hotel. At time ti
and location cell-id = xi, the mobile user asks query Qi: "Give me all the names of
the nearest hotels (within 5 miles)", and then keeps on driving to the next location.
Then at time t 2 and location cell-id = x 2 , s/he asks query Q2: "Give me the names
and vacancy information for hotels within 5 miles which charge up to $100".
Affinity can be defined as the preference towards a particular database data item.
Once the mobile client has demonstrated affinity towards one particular data item
type (i.e., in this case hotel), each additional data item type has a lower affinity value
for the duration of the query. Additionally, a certain user may query the same item
often, while another user

may

query the same item occasionally. Thus, both a user's
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Table 1.1: Example of dynamic semantic cache index
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movement pattern and the query pattern need to be considered to further improve the
effectiveness of a cache management strategy. The presented data caching strategy
can be used to incorporate dynamic attributes in existing data models and capabilities
to be added to existing query processing systems to deal with dynamic attributes.
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Next, observe that the number of moving objects in the database may be very
large (e.g., in big cities with millions of inhabitants). Thus, for performance considerations, in answering LD queries examining the location of each moving object in
the database should be avoided. In other words, it is preferable to index the location
attribute.

Therefore, the location granularity will be of great importance.

Using

a symbolic model based on cell granularity for location identification instead of the
(x, y) geographical location

models

(as seen in the example shown in Tables 1.1 and

1.2) used so far is a better approach.

The problem with a straightforward use of

spatial indexing for location binding is that the continuous change of the locations
implies that the spatial index has to be continuously updated. This is clearly an unacceptable solution that can be mitigated with the cell granularity symbolic location
model adopted by this research.
Finally maybe the best motivation is that an increased in size cache can satisfy the
expectations of more functionality at the client site (suggested by this research). Additional knowledge regarding the future location and query pattern of the mobile client
can be included and it would be great to have available at the client. True Relational
Data Base Management Systems (RDBMS), may now fit into 100K-150K of memory
(e.g., DB2 Everywhere by IBM, Oracle Lite and Sybase's Ultra Lite databases). In
implementing a small size RDBMS for the client, the symbolic model stresses the representation of relationships between logical entities rather their precise coordinates
and is more suitable for LBS at a semantic level [21]. The fact that a cache can easily
incorporate the functionality of a small database, can provide additional motivation
for the use of the symbolic location model based on cell granularity.
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1.3

Statement of the Problem

Traditional distributed database techniques cannot efficiently support queries in mobile computing environment.

Consequently, query processing in mobile database,

which is conducted by some fixed hosts and several mobile hosts, has emerged as an
issue of growing importance [6]. A mobile database can be recognized as a distributed
database that supports mobile computing. In general mobile wireless networks [3],
there are two sets of entities: Base Stations (BSs) and hosts. The hosts are either
fixed or mobile (called MH). Fixed hosts communicate over the network with a fixed
topology, while mobile hosts communicate with other hosts (mobile or fixed) via a
wireless channel. With the development of mobile computing, another kind of wireless network, both the hosts and the BSs are mobile. Thus, query processing becomes
much more complex than that in general wireless network [10].
How to optimize mobile queries, cache and replicate data and manage transactions
are some of the key issues in mobile environments which are grouped under the query
processing cache management process. Location binding has been used as a means
to mitigate these issues. The result of an LD query is not only determined by the
selection and a projection condition specified, but also is related with a given bound
location. However, current research has adopted the geographical location which uses
the x, y location binding for the query processing (as seen in the example shown in

Tables 1.1 and 1.2).
A more effective and native to query/database processing location model is adopted
by this research. This is the symbolic location model which is based on cell granularity. Collecting information for individual mobile client at a finer level (i.e., x, y
coordinates) would incur significant overhead without a significant performance im-
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Table 1.2: Query predicate augmentation by client
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provement. Being discrete and well structured, location information based on symbolic location models is easier to manage compared to that based on geometrical
models.

For example, location data is much more amenable for database storage

and retrieval; they can help analyze location information such as individual mobility
patterns. Steadily falling costs of storage lead to caches of sizes large enough to hold
most of the additional requested data items by the presented prefetching technique.
In some cases, prefetching is only beneficial for latency reduction, but causes a cost
(i.e., cost of bandwidth and memory space) increase with respect to no prefetching.

Prior research has not provided adequate support for representing the context of a
user. However both the valid scope distribution defined as the locations of the fetched
data where the queried data item has valid answers and the user's query context can
be used as prefetching filtering mechanisms.
Finally, a significant amount of research has been conducted in future locations
prediction, however, interesting enough it has not been adequately used to improve
the cache management at the mobile client.
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1.4

Research Goals

Based on the discussions in the previous sections the overall goal of this dissertation
is to provide a novel data caching mechanism and a prefetching strategy for pervasive computing environments that can adapt dynamically to a mobile user's context.
None of the solutions proposed so far has incorporated the query context and future
locations into cache management and prefetching.

This demands the design of ef-

ficient data caching mechanisms in mobile and wireless environments based on the
issues and challenges arising out of their inherent characteristics and applications.

This dissertation's aim is twofold:

* Design a future location-aware cache replacement policy to manage a semantic
cache. The proposed replacement policy uses the validity of the data fetched
from the server and the neighboring locations to decide which of the cache
entries is less likely to be needed in the future, and therefore a good victim for
eviction when cache space is needed.

* Design a context-aware prefetching strategy that will explore the user's query
context to predict the fiture query pattern on a cost effective manner. This
will enable the formation and maintenance of a context-aware cache with data
items of high benefit and at a low cost.

By meeting these goals we expect to improve the cache query processing process by
using cell-id location binding information instead of the geographical x, y coordinates
for the query augmentation. Additionally provide more intelligent caching techniques
at the mobile client for better local decision making. This will reduce the client-server
dependency and improve the network resources allocation. In view of the above issues
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Figure 1 2: The shadow cluster concept ([24]).
and challenges and keeping in mind the overall systems performance, we intend to
incorporate the following main components into our research:

* Future location prediction. A future location prediction scheme is incorporated
into the presented cache management strategy using the neighboring locations
(cells). According to the shadow cluster concept (Figure 1.2), a cluster of cells
based on the mobile user's current cell is formed.

A bordering neighboring

and the non-bordering neighboring group of cells are identified. Neighboring
cells are most likely to be visited in the near future and therefore present a
higher interest as fast as prefetching is concern. Remote cells are less likely to
be visited in the near future and therefore are best candidates for replacement
when additional cache space is needed. Even though the focus of this research
is not in cells identifications, an algorithm has been included to identify the
neighboring cells distribution and provide a number of other supplementary
functions i.e., measuring the distance between cells.
* Symbolic location model based on cell granularity location modeling: Regarding
the user's

mobility

the research has mainly emphasized the use of the geograph-
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ical location models which uses a significantly high computational overhead.
However most recent research has proven that a symbolic model is more appropriate for the mobile environments [21]. In this research, the symbolic model
based on cell granularity is adapted. It should be noted here that the focus
of this research is not on modeling the user's mobility, and the presented techniques can be used with other mobility model as well.

* The validity of the data concept (valid scope distribution) is adapted and used
to derive a set of future locations of interest. The data item scope is defined as
a set of cell where are the valid answers to the query and is maintained by the
database server.

* In order to identify data items with high benefit as far as the cache content is
concerned the user's query context is exploited to limit the amount of prefetched
information within the predicted set of future cells (the prefetching zone). Two
query context criteria have to be designed based on the user's query context
attributes and predicates. An algorithm is necessary to derive a set of candidate
queries for prefetching using the user's previous history of the user's information
content, then another algorithm uses two selection criteria to select the optimum
query for prefetching based on cost. Cost is defined as the used transmission
bandwidth and cache space.

1.5

The Dissertation Environment

There are several issues regarding the modeling of user movement, and the querying
process that need to be defined before the study of the proposed algorithms.
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* Mobility model: The random walk mobility model is assumed, however the
proposed methods can easily be adapted to any other mobility model. The
used mobility model includes random movement speed capabilities and is based
on cell granularity several mobility models i.e., the Random Waypoint (RWP)
mobility model and the one by Brinkhoff have recently attracted attention.
This research has revealed that these models are still at a pretty nascent stage
going through several modifications and used for ad hoc networks protocols
simulation. Separate research streams exist on development and fine tuning of
these models. For example "The Node Distribution of the Random Waypoint
Mobility Model for Wireless Ad Hoc Networks" [86] has pointed out several

drawbacks on using Waypoint mobility. Alternatively a directional mobility
model is also used with some prefetching simulation experiments.

Query types: The continuous LD query type is assumed and for local queries.
It can be shown that any other type of query can be broken down and analyzed
as if it was of continuous type. Local queries refer to the queries whose results
are valid based on the current cell location of the mobile user. Non-local queries
refer to the queries whose results are valid or are based in another cell which is
not the mobile user's current location. For example "find the hotel names lower
than $200 in West Palm Beach or in cell number "23". The presented approach
can be expanded to include the non-local queries.

Mobile user's location: Determining location it is assumed that MTs are equipped
with a mechanism to obtain its current location. This mechanism could either
be tied to the tracking scheme used by the static network (to setup a communication path to the client) or be completely independent of it. For example, the
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client may determine its location via Global Positioning System (GPS) technology in terms of its absolute geographical coordinates. Alternatively, in a
environment with predefined cells, i.e. areas of wireless coverage with a common access point to the fixed network, a client's location can only be pinned
down to the granularity of a cell, (method adapted by this research), thereby
defining its location relative to they fixed network. So, the term location has
different connotations depending on the mechanism used, with a range of granularity from a few square miles in the case of macro cellular structure (as in a
cellular/Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) setting) to a cell size of the
order of meters, e.g. infrared cells within a building, "An Infrared Network for

Mobile Computers" [87].
* Valid scope maintenance: It is assumed that a client cache is symbolically organized and each cache entry contains a data item ID, the attached validity
information if any, and a pointer pointing to the real data.

Note that the

cached segment has a valid scope attached to it as of the time stamp of the last
time it was accessed. When a data item is updated at the server-side, the cached
copy becomes obsolete. When an MT hand-offs to another cell, a cached data
item may also become obsolete due to the change of client location, depending
on its valid scope. This paper does not deal with cache invalidation issues [21].

1.6

Significance and Contributions

The outcome of this research in the area of caching in a mobile environment would
be used to make mobile devices more efficient in terms of the usage of their cache
memory and for a wide variety of new wireless applications. Thus mobile and wireless
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devices implementing any kind of memory to support their usage would be a target of
this application. This research is, of course, not limited just to

mobile devices;

ad-hoc

devices which face the problem of constant disconnections, would also be candidates
for the use of this application. Any kind of distributed system where clients frequently
disconnect from the servers could eventually use this application to improve the way
data is cached.
The presented techniques considerably enhance the query predicate with more accurate location and movement information. Hence the outcome will be the strengthening of the query prefetching capabilities and therefore the local processing of a larger
number of location dependent future queries. Regarding the query processing by the
client and in particular in trying to generate the probe and remainder queries, the
intelligent algorithm included, significantly improves this process by discriminating
the cached tuples based on their future location binding information.
Finally, the performance evaluation results suggest possible capabilities of the
proposed strategy in a larger design/application space, where more mobile clients
can be used to see if they interface or help each other in a peer-to-peer computing
architecture, i.e., if there is no data access via a BS or an MSS, ask your peer.

1.7

Methodology

The presented research in this dissertation involves the combination of model development, algorithm design, analysis, simulation and experimentation. Model development involves a critical assessment of the requirements and challenges of mobile
environments. The data caching techniques have been designed to satisfy these chal-
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lenges and needs with concentration to emerging technologies needs rather than the
traditionally used methods.
The proposed design was evaluated using both a cost analysis model and simulation techniques. Even though simulation is not quite foolproof, and only implementation in a real environment can assure the effectiveness of the design, the performance
results were mainly derived using simulation due to the complicated nature of the
mobile environment and the lack of real life testing platforms. For the same reason
there is no available simulator for mobile environments and therefore one had to be
designed for the mobile computing environments.
Despite the recent surge in research activities in the mobile and wireless infrastructure software simulation remains the primary approach to evaluate the data caching
performance, as it is fairly easy to implement and manipulate. The presented methods
for mobile environments are simple and practical for implementation and operation.
The testing parameters used are available in practical systems. In order to evaluate
the trustworthiness and overhead of the presented methods, a combination of analysis
and simulation was adopted. An obvious extension of the work will be to create a
mobile environments test bed and evaluate the presented techniques with real-time
data.

1.8

Targeted Applications

The new classes of applications for mobile computing environment namely, LBS are
expected to create a much higher user density in the future mobile networks. Also, the
updating and querying loads on the location databases are expected to be very heavy
[37]. Furthermore, with the technological improvements in pervasive computing, it is
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expected that a large number of location-aware wireless devices will be available in the
future. The network of consumers using Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), tourists
carrying on-line and position-aware cameras and wrist watches, and vehicles with
computing and navigation equipment will give rise to a wide variety of new wireless
applications. The list of the emerging wireless applications includes the following:
1. LBS Applications:

* Tracking and dispatching mobile resources
* Traffic coordination, and way-finding
* Location-aware advertising Tourist services, and
* Location-based games.

2. Multimedia Caching. One of the research streams of the LandMARC project
has looked at the use of multimedia caching as an effective means of supporting
intelligent load balancing and resource management.

3. Data caching in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET). This is an emerging area
of research which presents a promising future application for data caching [88].

4. Additionally emerging application. A great interest for data caching has been
created with the biomedical engineering, tele-health, medical information systems and business.

1.9

Scope of Dissertation

The scope of this dissertation is to develop a conceptual model for cache management
techniques and prefetching that could be performed for mobile devices and is focused
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on the LDD continuous type of queries initiated by mobile clients and for fixed objects.
The scope of this dissertation demands the design of a new strategy or the enhancing
of the present algorithm for caching to use a semantic model to efficiently manage
LDD as well as answer normal queries for general data.
Other issues that fall in the scope of this dissertation are the future location prediction and query pattern prediction. The client cache management includes client
side configuration parameters, cache fetching, cache replacement and cache prefetching policies. Other issues such as neighboring cells identification are also addressed to
a lesser extent, since the main thrust of the thesis is on the cache management mechanism used for the mobile devices. The performance of the cache models is examined
through analysis and a detailed simulation study, in order to show its effectiveness in
a mobile computing.

1.10

Outline of the Dissertation

The work reported in this dissertation focuses on developing a novel future location prediction replacement policy and a context-aware prefetching strategy for the
emerging location-depended computing paradigm. In Chapter 2, a survey of the major efforts conducted in recent years by the research community in the replacement
and prefetching cache management issues is presented. This chapter also includes
previous work in the associated areas of semantic caching and future locations prediction.
Chapter 3 first discuss existing data caching architecture for the pervasive computing environments including the semantic cache description and the use of the shadow
cluster and the valid scope concepts for data caching. Next the design rationale of
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the cache replacement policy and its associates components is discussed. The last
part of Chapter 3 discusses and compares our work with other protocols.
The presented Context-Aware Prefetching Strategy (CAPS) is presented in Chapter 4. The main issues of prefetching are discussed and the design of two algorithms
used as context filtering mechanism is examined. The first to form a list of candidate
queries for prefetching based on the user's current query context and the second algorithm to select the optimum query for prefetching. Next, the design of the prefetching cost

model based on bandwidth allocation is presented followed by the numerical

analysis and the performance results.
Chapter 5 presents the cache organization overview and the design of the simulator
which was used to simulate the presented data caching techniques and prefetching
method and derive the performance comparison results. A number of key simulation
pseudo-code modules are included, such as the random movement control module,
the cache manager module and the LRU, FAR and FLA replacement policy modules.
Chapter 6 summarizes the work of this dissertation, discusses the contributions
it makes and the impact of the results to mobile computing. The last section in this
chapter discusses suggestions for future research directions.
Finally, the appendices chapter, first, derives the formulas used by the neighboring
cells distribution algorithm, i.e., the distance among cells formula, and the formulas
used for the cell number and the reference number. Second, the transition probabilities evaluation is shown. Finally, in the performance statistical comparison appendix,
we use the simulator's output and apply sampling techniques to construct confidence
intervals (region) at specified confidence levels (i.e., 90% and 95

%),

to compare the

cache hit ratio of the proposed cache management strategies (CAPS and FLA) with
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the industry standard semantic cache management policy FAR and the baseline LRU
protocol.
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Chapter

2

RELATED WORK
Many researchers have advocated the use of caching and prefetching to reduce latency
and improve the overall performance mainly in the traditional client-server distributed
environments and the web. There are five other research areas that address issues
discussed in this dissertation:

* Data Caching Techniques.
* Modelling the User's Mobility.
* Future Location Prediction.

* Cache Replacement, and

* Cache Prefetching.

2.1

Modeling Moving Objects

A formal data model Moving Object Spatiotemporal(or MOST for short) to represent moving objects in a database system was introduced in [17]. They treated the
position of a moving object as a dynamic database attribute, and expressed it with
three sub-attributes, namely value, update time and function, where the function
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indicates how the value changes over time. In [17], an effort was made to represent
the temporal development of spatial entities in certain data types such as moving
point or moving region. Moving Object Databases (MOD) have to be continuously
updated and queried and the update problem needs to determine when the location
of a moving object has to be updated. In addition, these moving objects generate
random queries depending on their position. A critical set of capabilities such as
support for spatial and temporal information, etc have to be built on top of existing
databases in order to support moving objects databases [72]. The problem of how to
index moving objects in a database is investigated in [71] and [73]. A straightforward
use of spatial indexing is inefficient and infeasible since the spatial index has to be
continuously updated when the objects are continuously moving.
In [7] a new semantic caching technique was proposed. A formal model, which
treats location dependent data as database spatial replicas tightly coupled with specific data regions, is presented. Then based on this model, research issues such as
query processing and the geographical model used for location binding are explored.
The main advantage of geometrical location models, is their compatibility across heterogeneous systems. However, because of the considerable cost and the complexity involved in providing accurate fine-grained location information, the cost/performance
ratio of geometric models might not be promising for a large number of applications
such as the nearby restaurant example.
In this work, a symbolic location model is used, where the cell id is the unit of
location granularity. Every cached item has an attached semantic description based
on a cell granularity. In most of the emerging mobile applications the cell id number
will be the preferable granularity. This approach differs from the previous research
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in semantic caching in that the knowledge of future location information is added as
an extra rule for filtering information to be cached.

2.2

Future Location Prediction

The knowledge of the location adds an extra rule for filtering information to be cached,
but its usability has been limited. Future location information can be used with the
replacement policy. This particular technique offers a starting point for caching. In
fact, when a mobile client is turned on, the only useful data available is its location.
Hence, the caching system will start caching information steered by its location, and
in the case this approach is feasible.
Zheng and Lee [12] have proposed to construct a Voronoi Diagram (VD) on the
data objects to serve as an index for them. A VD defines, for each data object, the
region within which the object is the nearest point to any mobile within that region,
i.e., defined by the base station. Based on the VD, a semantic scheme that records
a cached item as well as its valid range is proposed. The VD method even if, is a
suitable approach to find the nearest-neighbor, it is not a real location prediction
scheme and is seldom used in real applications because of the expensive maintenance
of the structure when updating occurs. The Dead Reckoning schemes calculate where
an object might be, instead of explicit updates.

Other conventional methods on

future location prediction are based on the use of historical movement patterns of
the subscriber to calculate his possible future location. One

method

is based on a

table with possible reference locations and on the probability that the MT is located
in there in a deterministic period of time uses the time criteria to build the table
index. A second method stores the historical movement pattern in a database and
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compares the recent states with these movement tracks in the database to find the
one which samples the actual states (States dependent approach).

One method to

combine the time and the location information is to use the prediction characteristics
of some neural network types, or use the stochastic prediction approach adapted by
this research .
Levine et al. proposed the use of the Shadow Cluster Concept in

[24] (Figure

1.2) for future location prediction and used it for resource allocation in Asynchronous
Transmission Mode

(ATM)-based

wireless networks. The fundamental idea of the

shadow cluster concept is that every MT with an active wireless connection exerts an
influence upon the cells in the vicinity of its current location and along its direction
of travel. As an active MT travels to other cells, the region of influence also moves,
following the MT to its new location. The base stations (and their cells) currently
being influenced are said to form a shadow cluster, because the region of influence
follows the movements of the active mobile client like a shadow.
Using the shadow cluster model a matrix of transition probabilities was proposed,
considering all possible cell locations, for a total of 3k2 +3k

+ 1 cells, each assigned to

one state, where k is the number of rings. However, this number of states explodes as

k increases, sometimes making the simulation of such system difficult and costly. A
good amount of redundancy is built into this approach because not all of these cells
are of interest if they have no valid answers for the query. In addition the shadow
cluster model may be suitable for random walk only, in direction-based movement,
the cells behind the user should not be considered for high access probability in the
near future.
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2.3

Cache Replacement

Cache replacement policies for the wireless broadcast environment were studied only
in push-based broadcasts schemes [15, 16].

Furthermore, the previous studies are

based on a number of unrealistic assumptions, such as, fixed data sizes, no updates,
or no disconnections. Acharya et al. [15] proposed a cache replacement policy called
PIX, in which the data item with the minimum value of p/x was evicted for replacement, where p is the item's access probability and x is its broadcast frequency. Thus,
an evicted item either has a low access probability or a short retrieval delay.
The commonly used cache replacement strategies such as such as LRU, MRU
and LFU are built on temporal locality. The least recently used (LRU) policy is an
implementation of a probability-based policy. A probability-based policy replaces the
data with the least access probability (evicts the object that has not been accessed
for the longest time). LRU is unaware of any semantic relationships among queries.
Aa a result, a significant number of queries that land in the cold region of the relation
and therefore are not likely to be accessed in the near future, they will still stay in the
cache until they age out of the LRU chain. The LRU policy works well when most
recently referenced objects are most likely to be referenced again in the near future.
However, there should be more factors to be considered in wireless communication
systems when researching data caching replacement.
An alternative to using the recency information for determining replacement values is to use the semantic distance. In this approach, the data that is farther away
from the client's current location is removed during replacement. In [5], Shaul et al.
further utilize the semantic locality in semantic caching replacement. For each cached
semantic region, a replacement value is assigned to represent the semantic distance
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between the "center of gravity" of that region and the "center of gravity" of the most
recent query. With this distance function, semantic regions that are semantically
"closer" to the current query are less likely to be discarded. The rationale used here
is to predict the future use patterns for the segments by examining their semantic
relationships with the current query. However, the calculation of the semantic distances has a number of issues associated with. First, the center of each region must
be determined. Second, there is a need to use estimated weights which are difficult
to determine most of the time. In a more recent research, Zheng et al. [13], proposed
the data distance and valid scope area as important factors for the data caching replacement policy. According to their analysis, a promising cache replacement policy
should choose its replacement data with a low access probability, a small valid scope
area, and a long distance if the data distance is also an influential factor.
A different replacement policy is used in [14], where the cached items to be evicted
are selected according to the access probabilities which are predicted by observing the
data access history. In several studies on LDD caching, data distance-based cache
replacement policies

[5] utilize semantic locality in semantic caching replacement.

For each cached semantic region, a replacement value is assigned to represent the
semantic distance between the center of gravity of that region and the center of
gravity of the most recent query. With this distance function, semantic regions that
are semantically "closer" to the current query are less likely to be discarded. The
rationale used here is to predict the future use patterns for the cached entries by
examining their semantic relationships with the current query. A significant body
of research on semantic cache strategies has used the distance and the direction of
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movement to determine replacement candidates to be evicted from the client's cache.
This body of work implies the use of future location prediction in this process.
A mobility model that represents the moving behavior of mobile users is formally
defined by Ren et al.

in [7] for LDD queries.

Based on this mobility model, a

LDD semantic cache replacement policy was developed, named a Furthest Away
Replacement (FAR). FAR chooses for replacement those segments which are not
in the moving direction and are furthest away from the user.

A future location

is anticipated based on the current user's direction and speed. FAR implies future
location prediction based on the tangent velocity. However, this approach is effective
only within a short time interval, and therefore a great and frequent number of
calculations is needed throughout and during the cache replacement decision making
process. Additionally, for a small number of cells FAR would face a great difficulty to
determine which of the previous locations is the furthest away. Furthermore, sudden
changes in the direction of the MT make the FAR policy almost impractical. Xu et al.
[20] proposed a cache replacement policy called Stretch Access-rate Inverse Updatefrequency (SAIU), where the influence of data item sizes, data retrieval delays, data
access probabilities and update frequencies are considered.

2.4

Cache Prefetching

Current research on prefetching is based on the tangent velocity approach, which is
effective only within a short time interval and has a high cost for the continuous
geometric estimations. Future location information can be used together with the
prefetching strategy, a technique that offers a starting point for caching. In fact, when
a mobile client is turned on, the only useful data available is its location. Hence, the
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caching system will start caching information steered by its location, and in this case
this approach is the only feasible one. Prefetching is not at all a new concept. Since
the very early days of microcomputer technology [58] caching and soon thereafter
prefetching or preloading were integral parts of processors and file systems. Another
early idea for file prefetching was to utilize application hints that specify future file
accesses. This deterministic prefetching was explored by Patterson et al. [67].
At around the same time, the SEER project was born at UCLA [4]. SEER allow
disconnected operations on mobile computers using automated hoarding. Following
on the earlier work, SEER was extended to provide automated hoarding for mobile
computers without the need of user intervention [4].

Whenever an imminent dis-

connection is realized by the system, a decision on the list of critical files is decided
by SEER depending on the user accesses on the files, the semantic locality of the
files and the sequence of these accesses. Then, the files are hoarded into the client

system which is about to be disconnected.

This hoarding (prefetching) is usually

done periodically to ensure the availability of hoarded data in the case of involuntary
disconnections.
With the arrival of mobile computing, the anticipation of data or file accesses
is getting more and more crucial.

et al.

[2], were among the first to work out

an intelligent file-hoarding tool. The tool automatically detects a user's file access
pattern and hoards the files to present them in a convenient form at disconnection
time. Hoarding provides only data that is stored while connected to the network.
Hence, it is a scheme designed to increase the likelihood that a mobile client is able to
continue working during periods of total disconnection from file servers. Prefetching
on the other hand is mainly concerned with improving performance. The file server is
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assumed to be accessible, although the network connectivity may be weak. Although
prefetching attempts to avoid cache misses, a reasonable amount of misses may occur.
A simple consequence of a cache miss is a user based reactive information query
and thus slower data access. Many of today's mobile information systems count on
prefetching to improve the quality of their service.
Projects like the ones described in [82], [79] and [68] are partially or entirely based
on WLAN or other high-bandwidth data access. Their approaches are based on socalled info-stations or hot-spotted areas. The idea is to provide the mobile clients
with data at specific locations that provide access to WLAN or other high-bandwidth
infrastructure. The difficulty lies in the prediction of the data needed on the way
from one info-station to another, i.e. on the way to the next WLAN access point.
The drawback of these algorithms is related to the hoarding problem.

Data that

is not present on the mobile devices can either not be accessed at all or has to be
downloaded from scratch over the WAN [79].

The work of Pensone et al. [11] examines the effectiveness of prefetching policies
in the location-aware

mobile

information services. It considered only the analytical

evaluation of prefetching based on a Markov model, and did not consider how to
effectively confine the prefetching information to reduce the communication costs as
a whole. Most recently Park et al. [28] have proposed prefetching policies based on
the current position and the velocity of the MT and used the value of the tangent
velocity to predict the future location of the MT. This method uses the geographical
mobility models and is effective only within a short time interval At. In order to
limit the amount of prefetched information, current research has used geographical
mobility models to focus solely on the mobile user's movement pattern [7, 6, 13, 26].
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The geographicalmobility models inherently use continuous calculations of the tangent
velocity, which is proven to have a considerably high processing overhead [33].
In summary, most of the existing methods are aimed at finding the most probable
cell [35].

However, when an MT moves quickly in micro-cell networks, the short

residence time in a cell may not allow computations in every cell, i.e. there is a need
for next-cell prediction.

2.5

Previous Work Summary

Despite this body of research and its very important findings that to improve wireless
network communications, there are still barriers that preclude the full utilization of
the mobile computing capabilities. Most of the existing methods are aimed at finding
the most probable cell [35, 54, 55]. In addition, there are no existing studies that have
considered both the future location prediction and the validity of the data fetched
from the server (the valid scope distribution) concept. Evaluations show that there
exists no "best" replacement or prefetching strategy. Depending on the workload,
different strategies can give the best result. Function-based strategies can be made
adaptive by changing the weighting parameters.
An area that hasn't been researched sufficiently is the combination of cache replacement and prefetching with cache coherence.

Traditionally, cache replacement

and prefetching are treated as separate topics. Nevertheless, there is a relationship
between these main cache management mechanisms because a cache should not return
stale web objects. In order to limit the amount of prefetched information, current
research has used geographical location models to focus solely on the mobile user's
movement pattern [26, 7]. The geographical mobility models inherently use contin-
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uous calculations of the tangent velocity, which is proven to have considerable high
processing overhead [33, 34]. In this dissertation the location binding is based on cell
location granularity versus the x, y coordinates used by most of the previous research.
The comparison between the location models and the justification of the one adapted
by this research is given in chapters three and four.
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Chapter 3
A FUTURE LOCATION-PREDICTION
REPLACEMENT POLICY
Data caching performance depends heavily on the replacement policy being used for
the cache management. However, future location ambiguity, limited client resources
and frequent client disconnections make cache management a challenge.

The pre-

sented Future Location-Aware (FLA) replacement policy [42] uses the validity of the
data fetched from the server and the neighboring locations to decide which of the
cache entries is less likely to be needed in the future, and therefore provide a good
victim for eviction when cache space is needed. For better efficiency the overall replacement granularity is dynamically achieved along three levels:

the ring, the cell

and the data item. Simulation study of the presented approach shows that it outperforms both the LRU and FAR schemes, where only temporal locality is considered.
Moreover, the presented scheme is easier to implement than the industry standard
policies.
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3.1

Introduction

A cache replacement policy determines which data item(s) should be deleted from the
cache when the cache does not have enough free space to accommodate a new item
[52]. The choice of a particular cache replacement policy can have a significant impact
on global network traffic and on local resource utilization by making the best use of
available resources, including memory space and network bandwidth.

The cache

will perform best if the data evicted is that which is least likely to be referenced
again in the near future.

In effect, an effective replacement policy would enable

a larger volume of location dependent data (LDD) queries to be processed locally,
thus maximizing network bandwidth and increasing the overall cache management
performance. Location dependent data is the data whose value is determined by the
location to which it is related. Moreover, the result of a query may change as the user
randomly changes location while repeating the same query (continuous LDD query).
To adapt dynamically to the query access pattern, the cached data items are required to be reorganized, according to the mobile user's movement pattern and query
pattern. This observation motivates the development of cache replacement strategies
using movement pattern and location, with location being a key field of the mobile
user's context.

Traditional cache replacement policies (i.e., LRU) do not perform

well in wireless data dissemination [21]. In these policies, the access probability is
considered the most important factor that affects cache performance. A probabilitybased policy is used to replace the data with the least access probability. The LRU
policy removes the data items which have not been accessed for the longest period
of time. This policy works well in workloads which exhibit strong temporal locality
(i.e., recency of reference). One of the main challenges of data caching in a mobile
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computing environment is how to predict the future location of the MT, and how to
use this information to effectively manage its cache. A substantial amount of research
has focused on location-prediction based on tangent velocity, which is effective only

within a short time interval [5, 7]. However, there have been insufficient studies in
applying future location-prediction and valid scope (locations where the queried data

has valid answers) in deriving an effective cache replacement policy.
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Figure 3.1: A mobile architecture.

3.2

Wireless Infrastructure Description

In a mobile architecture (Figure 3.1), the geographical coverage area for the information service is partitioned into service areas, with each service area attached to a data
server. The service area may cover one or multiple cells. Each service area is associ-

ated with a service-id for identification purposes. This id is broadcasted periodically
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to all the mobile clients in that service area. The database associated with each service area is a collection of data items. Every data server keeps a complete copy of the
database, i.e., the same data items are replicated on all the data servers but probably
with different values in different data servers. MTs and the fixed data servers can
communicate with each other trough wireless channels via Mobile Switching Stations
(MSSs). MSSs are the elements that control several base stations (BSs) and have the
capability to execute software that controls communications among wireless devices,
providing them with access to the wired network. MSSs exchange control and user
location information. This kind of network architecture, with the presence of MSSs,
is known as an infrastructure network. In most cases, the remote server and the cells
(e.g. base stations) are connected through wireline links, while the wireless link is
used only for the last hop between the MT and the base station.

3.2.1

Modeling User Mobility

Various mobility models may be used to analyze and emulate the behavior of mobile
users in the

mobile environment. The random walk (RW) mobility model is more

suitable for personal communications applications where most of the subscribers are

likely to be pedestrians [43, 44]. In this work, the RW model is used primarily with
the directional (DIR) movement model included as a secondary

model.

However, the

adapted model and the pre-fetching technique are independent of the mobility model
selected in the experimental section. The motion models considered (analogous to
motion models already presented in previous works [24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32} serve
as examples of practical application, other models could be adopted as well.
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just

Movement is considered in an area divided into adjacent "cells" (Figure 3.2).
Each cell consists of all the locations that share common information that must be
provided by the service as an answer to a user query, when the user stays within
those cells. The motion model is defined as follows: At the end of each time slot,
the user can remain in the same cell, or move to an adjacent cell through one of the
shared edges. It is assumed that a MT resides in a cell for a generally distributed
time interval before it moves on to one of the adjacent cells with a uniform probability
of . The user moves to an adjacent cell with probability 'y, or remains in the same
cell with probability 1 - "y. Given this motion model, a natural prefetching strategy
is to prefetch information concerning cells that are within a given "radius" from the
current position. To this purpose, the distance between two cells is defined as the
minimum number of cells that must be traversed to pass from one cell to the other,
and as ring k the set of all cells whose distance from a given cell is equal to k. The
prefetching-strategy outlined above, for a given k (circle of radius k) prefetches all
the information associated to rings

0, 1, 2, ... k around the starting position. No

remote loading is needed until the user moves within circle k. When the user enters
a cell outside of a cluster of k rings, that cell becomes the new starting position and
a new cluster of size k is reconstructed around this location by loading the needed
information from the remote data server (note that some of this information is already
loaded by the previous prefetching).

3.2.2

Location Granularity

Being discrete and well structured, location information based on symbolic location
models is easier to manage compared to that based on geometrical models. For ex-
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Figure 3.2: The shadow cluster concept-neighboring cells distribution.

Figure 3.3: Random walk model - next cell probability distribution.
ample, location data is much more amenable for database storage and retrieval; they
can help analyze location information such as individual mobility patterns. Steadily
falling costs of storage lead to caches of sizes large enough to hold most of the additional requested data items by the presented prefetching technique. Additionally, the
fact that a cache can easily incorporate the functionality of a small database , can
provide additional motivation for the use of the symbolic location model based on cell
granularity. The symbolic model stresses the representation of relationships between
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logical entities rather their precise coordinates and is more suitable for LBS at a
semantic level[21]. Additionally, cell-based location identification requires neither additional devices deployed on mobile clients nor modifications over the current cellular
network infrastructure. Thus, this is the cheapest solution[191. With recent developments in micro-cell, pico-cell and nano-cell systems it is believed that for most

of the emerging mobile LBS applications the cell id number will be the preferable
granularity [13]. The average cell size in diameter, in a typical micro-cell system, is

100m-1km, in a typical pico-cell system is 10-100m, and in a typical nano-cell system,
is 1-10m in diameter [37].
Determining the exact location requires satellite technology which is still not
widely available in cell phone networks in many countries. Cellular communications
themselves have spawned the concept of Assisted GPS/(AGPS) where the network
assists the GPS receiver to perform its various functions. The most demanding AGPS
environments tend to be in inner-cities where cell sizes can be limited to a few kilometers in radius (www.gpsworld.com).

The technology to perform Mobile Positioning

(MP) under a protocol such as Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) is being exploited
to develop a variety of value-added services through a WAP mobile phone or mobile
station. A cell-shape based MP methodology using WAP has been proposed, which
can apply to the existing Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)/Digital
Converter System (DCS) networks without doing any modification to the GSM/DCS
standard.

Cell ID is a simple method for mobile phone positioning and is widely commercially deployed.

The technique determines the location according to the strongest

base station signal the end-device receives and thus the approximate position of the
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user that uses the cell area (or Cell ID) of the caller. The NTT-DoCoMo and J-phone
in Japan have been using the cell granularity (Cell ID) techniques to provide basic
LBS applications since 1999. The location sensing applications convert the Cell ID
into a symbolic location, and present it to different instant messaging networks. A
key feature of this type of application is the ability for the users themselves to define
new places as a combination of the current Cell ID and some semantic information
describing the place. A pro-active "friends finder" location sensing application provided by AT&T in U.S. and TeliaSonera in Sweden creates services based on cell
granularity.
Recent research on the emerging mobile multimedia applications

QoS-based ef-

ficient resource provisioning has been also based on the current location of mobile
clients at the cell level [85}. Collecting mobility information at a finer level (i.e., for
each individual mobile client) would facilitate adaptive resource provisioning; however, it would incur significant overhead without extreme performance improvement.

3.2.3

Prediction Level

Basically, the more cells or the larger the areas considered in the prediction, the better
the approximation that can be reached, however the required computations will be
increased.

According to the concept of shadow cluster (Figure 3.2), the influenced

cells are a group of cells surrounding the cell in which the MT is residing. Thus, the
current cell is used as the starting point, thus being the center of a shadow cluster.
The vicinity of the current cell can be denoted according to its distance away from
the center cell. If a cell is adjacent to the current cell, then it is in the first layer
of the current cell. The cells adjacent to the first-layer cells form the second layer
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of the current cell. If the estimated cells cover only the cells of the first layer, then
first-level prediction is used. Similarly, the second-level prediction is associated with
both first-and second-layer cells. When a LDD query is submitted for execution, the
location where the mobile client is currently visiting instead of its whereabouts within
the cell is needed to run the replacement process.
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Figure 3.4: Semantic cache structure and the prime list of cells.

3.2.4

The Client's Semantic Cache Description

In this section a brief presentation of the semantic cache is given using a logical
model (Figure 3.4) that uses the cell granularity for location identification instead

of the (x, y) geographical mobility models used in previous work [6, 26, 7].

The

mobile client's semantic cache stores additional information (metadata) such as query
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results (the data items component) and the query descriptions (the index component)
which is consistent with the definition of the LDD query(7}. The metadata is used to
determine whether a new query is fully answerable using the cache contents, in which
case no communication with the server is required. If the query can be only partially
answered, then it is trimmed and sent to the server (remote query). The query part
that is satisfied by information already in the cache is called the local (explore) query.
Another form of cached metadata is the location binding information that is used for
both replacement and prefetching. The execution of the query

Q

will bring values

that will be maintained in the storage cache as a Semantic Segment, which can be
defined as a tuple arrangement S =< SR, SA, Spt, SL, S, >.
In this definition, SR and SA are respectively the base relation and the attributes in

S.

SPt represents the link to the first page that stores the segment. St, is the timescale

indicating when the segment was last accessed by the cache manager. Sp = P V P 2 V
.... V Pm indicates the criteria which the tuples in the semantic segment

S satisfy.

the Sp equation, P is a conjunction of simple predicates, i.e., P = blA bj 2A....
Each bj, where i = 1, 2,

.,

l

is a simple predicate.

H

In

A bj.

is the project operation that

lists the subset (nsA) of attributes defined by the query and cr is the select operation,
that selects the tuples (o-s,) to satisfy the predicates requested by the query.
Example 3.2.4: Continuous query - cache state. Consider a yellow pages relational
database, where the mobile user asks the following questions to find the nearest restaurant, the results of which are cached afterwards. At time t, and location cellid =
the

x1,

mobile user asks query Q1: "Give me all the names of the nearest hotels (within

5 miles)", and then keeps on driving to the next location. The results of

Q, are

cached as segment S,. Then at time t 2 and location cellid = x 2 , s/he asks query Q2:
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Table 3.1: State of the Cache Example

Q

S

SA

SP

Sts

SL

Q1

S1

Hname

x1

t1

x

1

2

Q1

S2

Rname

x 2A

t2

x2

5

Type

(6 : 00pm

Hrname

x3 A (price K 100)

t3

x3

8

Q1

S3

Svt

schedule <9 00pm)

Vacancy

"Give me the names and types of the restaurants within 5 miles that are open from

6:00pm to 9:00pm", and then keeps on driving to the next location. The result of Q2
is cached as segment S 2 . Finally at time

[3

and location cellid = x3 , s/he asks query

Q3: "Give me the names and vacancy information for hotels within 5 miles which
charge up to $100". The result of Q3 is cached as segment 53. Assume that the first
pages of

S1, S2 and Ss are 2, 5 and 8 respectively. Table 3.1, gives a snapshot of the

cache state with the three cached segments S1, S2 and S3.

3.3

Query Modelling and Augmentation

This work focuses on continuous local query types. Local queries refer to the LDD
queries where results are valid based on the current cell location of the mobile user.
Non-local queries refer to the queries where results are valid or are based in another
cell which is not the current MT location. Even though this paper focuses on local
queries, it can be expanded to include non-local queries. It is noted that the definition
of a new query language is not necessary as the existing query language is adapted
for LDD queries presented in the literature [47] (SELECT projections FROM set-of-
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objects WHERE Boolean-conditions). Where projections is the list of attributes to
retrieve from the selected data items (objects), the set-of-attributes is a list of data
items (object classes) interesting to the query. Boolean-conditions

used to select

data items by restricting their attributes values i.e., by demanding the satisfaction of
certain location-dependent constraints.
Consider a database D =

{Ri, 1

< i < n}, where R, is a relation for i = 1,

2, 3, ... n.

Furthermore, let ARt stand for the attributes set of Ri, and let A = UAR, represent the
attribute set of the whole database. A location-dependent query Q can be expressed
by a tuple arrangement, Q =< Qa, QA

Q

QP, QL

>, or by the relational-algebra ex-

x R,)). In this definition, QR E

D,

QA C AQR is the set of selected attributes, Qp is the set of query predicates, and

QL

pression

=QR1 ,QR2 ,QR3 -,QRn (Q,

(R 1 x

R2 x

...

is the current cell number. 1I is the project operation that lists the subset (

QA)

of

projected attributes defined by the query. o- is the select operation (query predicates),
that selects the tuples aQ,, to satisfy the predicates requested by the query. Ans(Q)
denotes the retrieved tuples (query results).
Location binding: The result of an LDD query is not only determined by the
selection (uQ,,) and the projection (

QA

)conditions specified, but it is also related

to the given location binding, that means Ans(Q) =
LocBind(Qp,

QL).

7

QA(-QP, (QR),

where QP, =

Our strategy is to treat the cell location information as a nor-

mal condition. Therefore, the first step of LDD query processing is to perform the
corresponding predicate location binding. Throughout this paper, it is assumed that
a location-dependent query is bound to a mobile user's current location unless explicitly specified. The assumed binding granularity is the projected location based
on the movement of the MT. After the predicate location binding, an LDD query is
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converted into a normal database query, which can be processed from the local cache
using strategies similar to the ones proposed in [7}

The Cache Replacement Policy Components

3.4

A mobility-based semantic cache replacement policy was first presented in [5] utilizing
the semantic value function. Ren et al. [7] by using the location information attached
to each segment, made it more efficient. The presented method improves this future
location awareness approach and add the query affinity factor.

Additionally, the

presented method mitigates both the accuracy of the probability scores assigned to
the future predicted cell and calculations overhead [26, 24], by trimming the candidate
list of neighboring cells using the item valid scope distribution. It is noted that the
presented approach is also an improvement to the great work done in replacement
by Baihua et al

[13]. Next, in this section, a detailed explanation is given of the key

components of the replacement policy and related algorithms. In addition, the query
pattern

method

and the replacement granularity , which are used with the presented

replacement policy, and the overall replacement model and algorithm.

3.4.1

The Valid Scope Concept

A cell is defined as a limited geographical area where a base station covers a number
of mobile clients. Each cell is surrounded by rings of cells and the innermost cell is
considered to be the center cell for analysis purposes. Combinations of cells where
the data item value has valid answers is defined to be the data item value valid scope
( i).

The data item is denoted by i (e.g., restaurant), while

value (e.g., Chinese restaurant).

In

j

denotes a data item

a symbolic location model the data item value
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valid scope is represented by a set of logical IDs (e.g., the cell-id of a cell in a cellular
communication system), where the item value has valid answers. Since a data item
may have different values in different cells, a data item is associated with a set of

valid scopes, which is called the data item valid scope distribution Uj [13, 21, 42]. A
scope distribution may be shared by several data items. In a large-scale information
system, the number of scope distributions can be very large. Every data server keeps
a complete copy of the database, i.e., the same data items are replicated on all the
data servers but probably with different values in different data servers. That happens
because every data server supports different service areas. Hence, a LDD query will
produce different answers from each data server.

Example 34.1: Valid scope. For a data item (i),

UiA

denotes the valid scope

of item value A and uB denotes the valid scope of item value B. i = 1 denotes a

restaurant data item, (Example 3.2.4) with A to be a Chinese restaurant and B a
Latin restaurant. If item value A is found in cells 1 and 2, UiA = {1, 2}. Likewise, if
item value B is found in cells 3 and 4,

UiB

{3, 4}. The scope distribution U of the

restaurant database item (i) with only two item values A and B is U = uiA

+ UB

=

{1, 2, 3, 4}.

3.4.2

Movement Pattern - Future Cells for Replacement

In order to form and maintain a cache with high value cached items, the first consideration is to predict the cells that will contain the most likely future query results.
Assuming that a cluster of cells is composed of k rings, where k = 1, 2, and 3 denote
rings 1, 2 and 3 respectively. To be consistent throughout this paper a cluster configuration of three rings (k = 3) of cells is used (R,,k=1,Rka=2, and R,,k=3), where x is
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the innermost cells (center cell) of the cluster and quite often denoted by R.,,ko = X.
Figure 3.2 depicts a cluster of three rings for a total of 3k 2 + 3k + 1 = 37 cells.
Using the underlying geometry, the number of cells in the kh ring, denoted by NRk,
is given by Equation 3.1, and the number of cells in a cluster configuration with k

rings, denoted by Nck, is given by Equation 3.2. Notice that NRk = Nck+ - Nc,

1,

k=

0

(3.1)

NR=

Nck =3 x k(k +1)+ 1=3k2 +3k+1

(3.2)

Next, two groups of cells are defined, the Bordering Neighboring Group (BNC) of
cells and the Non-Bordering Neighboring (NBNC) group of cells. The cells belonging
to the BNC group are considered to be the most likely to be visited neighbors and
thus have the highest probability of being the future location of the MT. Therefore,
data items belonging to this range should be more likely to be marked for cache
prefetching. The cells belonging to the NBNC group represent the less likely to be
visited and thus, have a much smaller probability of being the next location and,
therefore, have a much smaller prefetching benefit. Nevertheless, cached segments
associated with these NBNC cells are the best candidates for eviction when the cache
has run out of space. Using the neighboring list of cells, a detailed calculation of the
probability distribution can be provided for the next possible future cells and use this
distribution to define the prefetching zone (PZ) with a given confidence level. It must
be noted though that considerable processing power is needed to do the calculations
resulting in a slow implementation and a considerable amount of memory space and
bandwidth usage associated with prefetching information from these cells. To mitigate
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this problem and also to improve the accuracy of the future location prediction, the
presented prefetching policy uses the data item valid scope distribution (Uj) as a
masking operator applied on the neighboring list of cells

(Ci)

to derive a subset of

cells called the prime list denoted by Pi, where Pi = Ci A Uj. Next, example 3.4.2,
uses a cluster of cells composed of three rings and an arbitrary scope distribution U
to demonstrate how the prime list of cells is derived.

Table 3.2: Neighboring Valid Cells Identification
R k1

x-15

x-8

x-7

x+7

x+8

x+15

Rxk2

x-30

x-23

x-22

x-16

x-14

x-1

x+1

x+14 x+16

x+22

x+23

x+30

x-45

x-38

x-37

x-31

x-29

x-24

x-21

x-9

x-6

x+6

x+9

x+21

x+31

x+37 x+38

R k3

x+24 x+29

x+45

Example 3.42: Neighboring cells identification. Table 3.2 shows the displacement
number which is added to the user's current cell number x to identify the next cell
the MT moves to. This number depends on the mobile user's current cell x and the
movement direction selected. The values of k= 1, 2 and 3 denote rings 1, 2 and 3
respectively. The displacement is inherited by the geometrical grid and is used to

form a 15x15 grid of cells. Figure 3.5 depicts a 7x7=49 cells portion of the total grid.
The MT may move from the current cell (lets assume that x

=

109) to cells located

at N, NE, SE, S, SWV, NW (Figure 3.6). If the next selected direction is N, the next
step will be to cell 94 (x - 15 = 109

-

15

=
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identification

- model.

For the NE direction, the next cell will be 102 (x - 7 = 109 - 7 = 102). For the
SE direction, the next cell will be 117 (x + 8 = 109 + 8 = 117). For the S direction,
the next cell will be 124 (x + 15 = 109 + 15

124).

For the SW direction, the

next cell will be 116 (x + 7 = 109 + 7 = 116) and finally for the NW direction, the
next cell will be 101 (x - 8 = 109 - 8 = 101). Then a valid scope distribution Ux is
assumed. This distribution is the sum of all item values valid scopes requested, i.e.,
the restaurant's scope distribution to which the continuous query is referring to. The
scope distributions of the data items are maintained and updated periodically by the
database server. The following equations show the calculations for the neighboring

and prime lists of cells.

U

=

{x+8,x+ 15,x+7,x+ 14,x+ 16,x+22,

x - 45, x - 38, x - 29, x - 24, x - 60, x - 53
x - 52, x - 39, x -44}
CZ
P=

=

Rx,k=1 + Re,k=2

+ Rx,k=3

C A U,={x+8,x+ 15,x+7,x+14,x+16,

x+22,x -

45, x

38, x - 29, x - 24}

-

Pi = {117, 124, 116,123,125,131,64,71,80,85}

Pi = {117, 124, 116}k=1 +

{123, 125, 131}k2 + {64, 71, 80, 85}k=3

Table 3.3: Example of Prime Index Table
Ring number

Prime list of cells for random cell(x = 109)

k =1

117,124,116

k

2

123, 125,131

k= 3

64,71,80,85
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The Future Location Transition Probabilities

3.4.3

So far a list that contains the neighboring cells has been formed. However, only the
ones which are part of the data item scope distribution are of interest to the presented
techniques. The question is what is the probability distribution of the primary list of
cells based on the MT's current location. To find this distribution an appropriate set
of transition probabilities needs to be adapted. There is a great number of research on
transition probabilities, some of which was presented in section two. In this section a
random movement

model

is presented that can be used together with our replacement

strategy.

During the replacement process the cache manager in order to efficiently locate the
candidate segment(s), it uses the prime list of cells (Table 3.3) to examine the cached
segments according to the future location transition probabilities between their bound
celLid k and the query's bound cell-id x initiated by the mobile user. In modelling
users mobility various movement models can be used. Each mobility model comes
with each own matrix of transition probabilities G. Liu et al. [63] have described a
number of movement models such as regular daily and weekly movement patterns
and they have used Markov Chain Model to derive the transition probabilities matrix
P,.

Levine et al. in [24], have also derived a transition probabilities matrix using

the Markov Chain Model for their Shadow Cluster Concept movement model.
In Appendix B the transition probabilities are evaluated using the y movement
probability. y can be considered as a measure of the mobile user's speed. A low value
i.e., 02, 0.3, indicates slow movement while '=0.8 indicates fast movement. Then a,
bi and c2, denote the probabilities that at the end of each time slot the MT moves to
ring i - 1 (previous ring), i + 1(next ring) or remains in the same ring i, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 The Replacement Algorithm FLA(C, X)
/* C denotes the LDD cache and Ui denotes the data
item (i) valid scope distribution. r is the cluster size
Vmin is the needed cache space.
x denotes the mobile user's current ceiLid
y denotes the cell id the cached segment sj is
associated (bounded) with */
1:

INPUT:(x,r), OUTPUT: VictimsList V

2: / Step 1. Form the Prime List (Pi) of Cells
3: C =Rx,k=1 + Rx,k=2 + Rr,k=3,...,+Rxk=r
4:

P,=C AUz

5: Pi = {P,kl}
6: V<- NULL

7:
8:

+ {Pi,k=2 } + {Pi,k=3},

.. ,

+{Pi,k=r}

/
/

15:

Step 2. Use the movement pattern to look for
segments associated with remote cells zooming
/ from rth ring to the 1 t neighboring ring
for {int k=r, k >0, k - -} do
for {every segment seg (j) in C} do
while {V < Vmin and y E Pik} do
V <- V + seg(j)
/discard (sj);
end while
end for

16:

end for

17:

/

9:

10:
11:

12:
13:
14:

18:
19:

20:

21:
22:
23:
24:

Step 3. If more cache space is needed use the query
pattern factor to examine segment's data item type (j)
for {every segment seg (j)in C} do
while {V < Vmin and i f j} do
V <- V + seg(j)
/ discard (sj)
end while
end for
return {free space is enough}

/

3.4.4

The Replacement Score Model

A cache replacement policy involves computing a utility function

i (t) for each cached

data item Si that can be potentially replaced, and then replacing (expelling) the ones
from the cache (the so-called victims) that have either the minimum (replacement
value) or the

maximum (replacement score) utility function value, depending on the

criterion for replacement.

In the semantic region model of cache organization [51,
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each semantic region is assigned a replacement value, those items with the lowest
values are chosen to be the replacement victims.

In our case, the utility function

is the replacement score calculated for each cached data item. Based on guidelines
presented in the previous subsections. The presented Future Location-Aware (FLA)
policy assigns a replacement score to each cached segment using first the mobility
primary factor and then if more space is needed the secondary query pattern factor.
The movement pattern primary factor (mi) is calculated by forming the prime list
of cells and comparing the location bound (cell-id Ci) for each potential for replacement cached data item within the prime list. Most of the time, but not necessarily,
the query's bound cell Ci will be the cell to which the mobile user is located when
s/he initiates the query. Assuming a cluster of K rings (k = 1, 2, 3), the prime list will
most likely have three groups of cells. In the Example 3.4.2 the prime list was shown

to be formed by (117,124, 116)k l , (123,125,131)k=2 and (64, 71,80,85)k=3 groups
of cells. Depending to which group of cells (1,2,3) Ci belongs to, the mobility factor
value towards the overall replacement score will be 1,2,3 respectively. The mobility
factor highest value (mi = 4) is assigned to a cached data item which is bound to a
cell that is no longer part of the data item scope distribution.
The query pattern secondary factor is formally defined by the affinity (fi) between
the current query

Q

and each of the candidate segments (data items) for replacement.

Affinity is the probability that the user asks for the same data item type in the
consecutive queries. In a location-aware information service, the service must be able
to refresh the answer to a query that is still active, when a change in the user context
invalidates the previously provided answer. The answer to a continuous type of query
(e.g., a moving car asking for hotels located within a radius of five miles) needs to
be updated continuously.

Hence, in the real world, as mobile users are changing
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locations, most likely they tend to ask about the same data item a few times until
switching to another one. It is possible that they could get sidetracked every now
and then - those would be the times when they query for something else.
Once the mobile client has demonstrated affinity towards one particular data
item type (i.e., restaurant), each additional data item type has a lower affinity value.
Additionally, a certain user may query the same item often, while another user may
query the same item occasionally. Thus, both a user's movement pattern and the
query pattern may be used to further improve the effectiveness of a cache replacement
policy. Three levels of affinity are considered as follows:

* Low affinity level, (fi = Low) to denote the probability of asking the same data

item is p K 0.33.
* Medium affinity level, (fi = Medium) to denote the probability of asking the
same data item is 0.33 < p K 0.66.

* High affinity level, (f

High) to denote the probability of asking the same

data item is p > 0.66.

Using the mobility and query pattern factors a replacement granularity is implemented. The replacement mechanism first looks for potential candidate data items
for eviction associated with remote cells (i.e., data items whose cell bound is part
of the prime list outer rings). Next if more space is needed, the cached data items
bound to cell which are members of the first neighboring ring of cells are examined.
Lastly, the replacement mechanism uses the highest granularity to search for additional replacement victims in the MT's current cell implementing the query pattern
factor(query data item type affinity).
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3.5

Replacement Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the presented cache replacement policy, namely
FLA, is evaluated using the simulation model described in the previous section. For
performance comparison the "traditional" policy LRU and the semantic policy FAR
are used. Additionally comparisons are made with the replacement policies PA and

PAID proposed in [13]. The cache hit ratio (h) is used as the primary performance
metric. This is because most of the other performance results can be derived from
the cache hit ratio, which is the percentage of all requests that can be satisfied by
searching the cache for a copy of the requested data item. Additionally, the response
time is included as an alternative performance metric.
The mobile client mobility is patterned using the random walk model.

Each

iteration is simulated until the MT has completed a fixed number of movements.
Each iteration uses a set of valid cells that are defined based on the current cell. The
expected average hit ratio hAvo
of N iterations.

=

is estimated for each replacement strategy

For each run of the simulation different movement paths may be

selected. For each iteration, the values for the hit ratios are added to the previous
ones and at the end of the

th iteration (trial). The averaged results are compared for

all competing replacement policies. Only the steady-state behavior is of interest. The
results are obtained when the system has reached a stable state. For each simulation
trial a number of warm-up queries are issued so that the warm-up effect on the client
cache is eliminated before collecting the performance metrics.
In the next sub-sections, a number of experiments is described to investigate
the performance of the examined schemes focusing on the characteristics that could
impact the replacement decisions, such as cache size, simulation time, affinity factor,
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data item types, query delay, valid scope size, and

movement

speed. Steadily falling

costs of storage lead to caches of sizes large enough to hold requested objects of
various sizes [48], therefore the object size factor (presented in detail in the Greedy
Policy [53]) has not been included in this study .
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Figure 3.7: Cache hit ratio versus cache size -for various simulation times
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3.5.1

Impact of the Cache Size

Figure 3.7 depicts the cache hit ratio against the simulation time and Figure 3.8
depicts the cache hit ratio against the cache size variable values using a low (st1)
and high (st5) value of simulation time. For each value of the simulation time value
is averaged for the cache hit ratio results for all cache sizes. The experiments use
an increased simulation time by changing the number of random movements for each
iteration from sti = 5K, st 2 = 10K, st

= 20K,st 4 = 30K, st 4 = 40K and sty =

50K.
As expected, the performance of the cache management schemes improves with
increasing cache size as well as with increasing simulation time. However, it is interesting to notice in this set of experiments that the presented scheme FLA (Figure 3.8)
demonstrated an even greater performance advantage, approximately 10 - 25% for
higher simulation time, while the standard direction policy (LRU) and the semantic
replacement policy (FAR) improved by an approximate 5

-

10%. This is a result of

FLA being able to adapt itself to the data items distribution in the neighboring cells,
due mainly to its data item scope distribution factor. As the cache size increases,
more important data items having high access probability (cache benefit) are stored
in the cache. Therefore, the cache hit ratio increases sharply with the cache size

increase. Thus, the percentage of wireless bandwidth usage decreases. LRU achieves
the lowest hit rate since it does not consider enough information when making replacement decisions and therefore tends to make poorer choices. The positive feature
of LRU, besides its simplicity, is that it ages the object set thus preventing cache
pollution.
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Comparing FLA and FAR.

Impact of the Affinity Factor

While wandering, a mobile user may have an affinity (preference) towards certain item
type (continuous type of query). The query pattern is simulated using the affinity
factor (i.e., from low, f = 1, to high,

f

= 6). Figure 3.9 demonstrates, as expected,
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02

~0.1

Figure

3.11:

that the higher the

FA

Cache hit ratio for FLA-FAR-LRU vs cache size.

affinity

value the better the performance results for FLA. Figure

3.10 compares the FAR with FLA cache hit ratio against the affinity using three
cache size values (10%, 30% and 50%) for each scheme.

improvement

The significant performance

FLA demonstrates against FAR is due to the fact there is a much

better future query prediction and, therefore, the cache management strategy does

a

much

better job in evaluating the data items cache score.

demonstrates

This

set of experiments

that FLA can reach very a cache hit ratio for a 50% cache size.

This

characteristic suggests the possible capabilities of the presented strategy in a larger

design/ application

space, where mnore MI's can be used to see if they interface or help

each other in a peer-to-peer computing architecture, i.e., if there is no data access via
BSor

MSS,

ask your peer.

factor, a fact that

makes

Note that FLA is the only policy that uses the affinity

the comparisons with the other
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schernes

not straightforward.
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Figure 3.12: Cache hit ratio versus the data item types factor.

3.5.3

Data Item Types

In this set of experiments, the scalability of the presented replacement scheme is

examined under various data item types. Figure 3.11 depicts the cache hit ratio
versus the cache size using three data item types.

Figure 3.12 demonstrates the

cache hit ratio performance for five data item types. For each value of the data item
type factor the hit ratio values are summarized for all cache sizes. As expected, the
performance of the replacement schemes decreases when the number of data types
increases.

However, the FLA policy still shows a 5% to 25% higher performance

compared to FAR, depending on the number of different types of data items used in
the database.
An even higher improvement is shown compared to the LRU policy. This happens
because FLA explores its future location capabilities in a 3600 global scope, while
FAR uses an implied future prediction mechanism (tangent velocity calculations)
only to the cells in the exact opposite direction of the movement. This scheme has
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limited success and does not take into account probable sharp turns (really random
movements) of the MT. In addition, FAR demonstrates a significantly higher overhead
of continuous velocity calculations every

At.

FLA requires an insignificant overhead

to identify the mobile user's neighboring cells and to estimate the replacement score
of the cached segments.
The results of both the affinity and data item type experiments suggest that a
cache size differentiation using a number of smaller caches (one per data item type)
instead of a single one can improve the overall cache performance.
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Figure 3.13 Impact of query delay on FLA.

3.5.4

Impact of the

Query Delay

The query delay is the time interval between two consecutive client queries. It is noted
that it is not necessary to query for an item each time a new movement is chosen. In
this set of experiments the impact of the query delay is evaluated on the cache hit
ratio under the contending replacement policies. A query delay of "1", means that the
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Figure 3.14: Impact

query takes place with every

C'

15' 2533

44"

random movement,

etc. As illustrated in Figures

3.13 and 3.14, when the query delay is increased from. "1"

demonstrates

FLA.

random movement, a query delay "2", means that the

query takes place with every other

policies

and

of query delay for LRU, FAR

"T",

to

the FAR and LRU

an approximate 18.5 to 25%0 cache hit ratio decrease.

expected because, for a longer query interval the client would
between two successive queries;

This is

make more movements

thus the client has a lower probability of residing

in one of the valid scopes of the previously queried data items when a new query
is issued.

However,

by displaying a

interestingly enough the presented strategy responds differently

smaller

query delay increases
FLA

decrease in the cache hit ratio (only a 10% decrease) as the

from "1"

makes replacement

to

"T".

This result is expected due to the fact that

decisions using broader scope i.e., cell numbers within rings

rather than continuous location (directions)
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Figure 3.17: Cache response time for FAR., and FLA versus affinity factor.
mission of the query to the time when the result is obtained. In general, this involves
the client processing time tzoc, the server processing time trm(i.e.,

three parts:

server

or a proxy) and the time spent on the wireless link. Latency is associated with

high variability in transfer times for the same data item and

ment

decisions more difficult.

hit rate reduced latency
tirmes

a

[53].

Furthermore,

more

makes

cache

manage-

Cao and Irani found that maximizing the

effectively than policies designed to reduce response

For this reason a response time

experiment

is included to examine only

the cache rnanagement latency component (tioc).
In this set of

experiments

FAR and FLA are compared.

cache processing overhead due to its
policies.

simplistic algorithm

Figure 3.16 depicts the cache average response

which varies

from

10 to

50%

LRU has a

much

lower

compared to the other two

time

against the cache size

of the database size, using three different values for the

affinity factor. Figure 3.17 depicts the cache response

time

average results over the

five different cache sizes while the affinity factor value changes

7

from

low to high.

FLA demonstrates a significant response time advantage over the FAR, approximately 20%. As it has been stated FAR almost continuously (every 3t time) calculates
a set of in-direction segments and another out-of-direction set of cached segments in
order to decide and remove the segment at the opposite direction of movement. This
process can become very time consuming and extremely confusing in small to medium
size areas of operations as it was also shown in the scope distribution experiment.
Another interesting point here is that the affinity factor used by FLA can reduce
substantially the response time in all cases.

3.6

Replacement Policy

Conclusions

In this chapter, the cache replacement issues were investigated in a wireless data
dissemination environment.

Noticing that the query has valid answers only within

a set of cells predefined for each data item (item valid scope), a novel approach
based on the data validity to form a prime list of future cells was presented.

The

presented policy examines all cached items and forms a future location replacement
score index, comparing the cell to which each cached item is bound with the prime list
of cells. When cache space is needed, the replacement policy selects the candidates
for replacement from the tail of the replacement score index. FLA is based on an
efficient logical model that uses cell size granularity rather than the (x, y) geometrical
model used by many other works.

The simplicity of our mobility model makes the prediction algorithm highly efficient and avoids making complex calculations which are unavoidable in stochastic
models. Thus, the power required to process the cached segment and select the replacement candidate list used by the replacement policy is greatly reduced.
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FLA

incorporates the scope distribution associated with the cached segments for increased
accuracy of future location prediction and query pattern.

Previous data caching

research treats cache replacement and cache coherence as separate topics. The presented policy takes a modest first step towards the collaboration of these two cache
management functions, by considering the valid scope distribution of the data items
provided by the database server. Results show a substantial performance improvement over the existing LRU and PAR policies especially in a small to medium size of
data items valid scope distribution and in higher movement speeds.
Previous data caching research treats the three main issues - coherence, replacement and prefetching individually. Studies have shown that, when combined with
caching, prefetching can improve latency by up to 60%, while caching alone offers at
best 26% latency improvement [66]. In the next chapter the prefetching strategy is
presented in a collaborative approach with the replacement strategy.
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Chapter 4
A CONTEXT-AWARE PREFETCHING
STRATEGY
In a mobile wireless environment, the latency (time-delay) observed by a user before
s/he receives up-to-date information may be high because of the limited available
bandwidth. An efficient prefetching strategy must be tailored to the competing goals
of keeping latency low (which requires more prefetching) and reducing resource waste
in a mobile environment, which is characterized by scarce bandwidth and resourcepoor user devices. This chapter presents a new Context-Aware Prefetching Strategy

(CAPS) [41] and its components.
CAPS maintains a mobile terminal's cache content by prefetching data items
with maximum benefit and evicting cache data entries with minimum benefit. The
data item benefit is evaluated based on the user's query context which is defined
as a set of constraints (predicates) that define both the movement pattern and the
information context requested by the mobile user. A context-aware cache is formed
and maintained using a set of neighboring locations (called the prime list) that are
restricted by the validity of the data fetched from the server. An analytic model is
used to compare the cost versus latency. Simulation results show that the presented
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strategy, using different levels of granularity, can greatly improve system performance
in terms of the cache hit ratio.

4.1

Introduction

Previous research in data caching has focused on the use of the location information
as the key field of the user's query context, but not enough attention has been paid
to the other query fields (predicates) which define the user's information context.
Information disseminated to mobile users potentially can be context-sensitive and
highly personalized. Therefore, an effective cache management scheme needs to adapt
dynamically to the user's query context. Additionally, both the cached data items
and the prefetched ones should be determined and adjusted according to the user's
movement pattern and information context.
In evaluating the data item's benefit as far as the cache content is concerned,
CAPS uses the query context as an information filtering mechanism to limit the
amount of prefetched information to the data items with

maximum benefit. A main

aspect of this work involves predicting the future context that will be required by
the user. In some situations forecasting may be impossible, but in situations where
the content is changing gradually and continuously i.e., in continuous type of queries,
this may be possible and very effective. Forecasting may be done, for example, by
analyzing the user's current query context.
The purpose of trying to predict future contexts is to anticipate the user's future
retrieval needs, and to perform retrievals in advance of the need.

Assuming the

prediction is correct, the response to retrieval requests will then be very fast, since
the necessary retrieval will have been done in advance. When a cache-miss happens,
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the mobile terminal (MT) asks for several other items and not just the cache-missed
data item, with little additional cost. This action will prevent future cache misses
and will reduce the number of uplink requests.
A
in [5].

mobility-based

semantic cache structure and query processing was first proposed

Ren et al.[7, 8] have extended this work to use the location information

attached to each segment, making it more efficient and they have also proposed a
cache management replacement policy. This work is based on this previous body of
research on semantic cache management, however it focuses on the cache management
prefetching strategy.

To design an effective cache management strategy both the

neighboring cells and the current query information context factors are considered.
Based on these two factors, CAPS first uses the validity of the data (valid scope
distribution) based on their location to derive a set of most likely future cells called
the "prime" list of cells. Then, in order to identify data items with a high benefit
as far as the cache content is concerned the user's query context is exploited to limit
the amount of prefetched information within the predicted set of future cells (the
prefetching zone).

A direct result of the presented strategy is the formation and

maintenance of the context-aware cache of data items with a high cache value which
are included at a low cost. The context-aware cache is then updated if the mobile
user subsequently strays out of the predefined prime list of cells.

4.2

The Cache Prefetching Components

Prefetching is a technique that is mainly concerned with improving the system performance. Caching alone is generally not enough to improve performance of

mobile

systems. Moreover, prefetching has a broader application range than simply storing
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Figure 4.1: Roamning mnobile user.
already used data in a cache. Prefetching, together with replacemnent, is used to support cache management. To avoid excessive network traffic and prefetching cycles, the
prefetching mechanism has to consider different strategies to increase the efficiency
of the algorithm and the relevance of the fetched data. The prefetching mechanismn
may take any of the following filtcr parameters into account:
* Movement pattern: A user's moverment pattern (Le~, location and direction).
* Query pattern: The priority of services defined by the user (query pattern).
* User's profile: A user's interests through user profiling.

In the previous chapter the user's movement pattern was presented, in this chapter
the query pattern is explained in detail.
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A query pattern is a parameter which

together, with the user's movement pattern, is what

makes

our prefetching strategy

unique compared to other proposals. The continuous type of query this study focuses
on shows an affinity towards certain data items, which are called query patterns. The
third parameter deals with the user's profiling which is chosen to be a future direction
of this research.

4.2.1

Query Pattern and Cache Management

A context-aware prefetching action can be examined by its two components

-

(i)

location context and (ii) query context. In the previous section, the future cells of
interest to prefetching were determined, while in this chapter the query context is
presented and its usage is explained to granulate and filter the information inside these
chosen cells. In an LBS application, the service answer depends on the user's context
(e.g., time and location) from which the user issues a query. In a mobile scenario,
this implies that the service must be able to refresh the answer to a query that is still
active, when a change in the user context invalidates the previously provided answer.
In the real world, as mobile users are changing locations, most likely they tend to ask
about the same data item a few times until switching to another one.
As discussed in the previous chapter affinity is a preference towards a particular
result. Once the mobile client has demonstrated affinity towards one particular data
item type (i.e., restaurant), each additional data item type has a lower affinity value
for the duration of the query. Additionally, a certain user may query the same item
often, while another user may query the same item occasionally. Thus, both a user's
movement pattern and the query pattern need to be considered to further improve
the effectiveness of a cache prefetching policy. Assume that a new query
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Q,

"give me

Algorithm 2Candidate Queries List Formation Sub-Algorithm
* LA denotes the list of past requested attributes for
the relation of Q?, ordered by descending frequency.
LQ denotes the set of candidate for prefetching queries
LP denotes the list of past predicates for the relation
of QZ, ordered by descending frequency. */
1:
2:

begin
Case 1. Add one frequently requested attribute at a time

3: for each attribute a in Qj do
4:
Qj=add a to requested attributes of
5: end for

Q

6: if Qj <>Q then
7:
add Qj to LQ
8: end if
9: Case 2. Add one frequently requested predicate at a time
10: for each predicate p in LP do
11:
Qi=add p to predicates of Q
12: end for
13:

if Qi

<> Q then

14:
add Qi to LQ
15: end if
16: Case 3. Remove one predicate of
17: for each predicate p in Q do
18:
Qj=remove p in Q
19:
add Qi to LQ
20: end for
21:

Q

at a time

Q

and at the same time

Case 4. Remove a predicate from

22: add an attribute (combination of above cases)

23: for each predicate p in Q do
24:
for each attribute a in LA do
25:
QZ=remove p in Q
26:
QZ=add a to requested attributes of
27:
end for
28: end for
29: add Qj to LQ
30:

Q

end

all the names of the Chinese restaurants at the current location in the medium price
range" is being processed where a prefetching decision needs to be made. In trying
to design the optimum query for prefetching two
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main

issues are identified: (i) how

refetching Overall Algorithm
7* Qi denotes the candidate queries for prefetching
Q denotes the current query
Ui denotes the data item valid scope
01- The attributes commonality criterion
indicates Qi has subset of attributes of Q (QiA C QA)
02-The tuple similarity criterion
Algorithm3

indicates Qi has subset of tuples of
1:

2:

Q (Ans(Qi)

C Ans(Q)). *

begin
Case 1. Form the Prime List of Cells (Prefetching Zone)

3: P(prime) = Ci(candidate)A Ui

Case 2. Form a List of Candidate Queries
5: Use Sub-Algorithm 2 to form the list of candidate
6: queries LQ for prefetching.
4:

7: Step 3. Select the Optimum Query Context
8: Use the two criteria (01 and 02 ) to compare Qi with
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

17:

Q

while cache space is available do
Select queries Qi that satisfy both criteria
Select queries Qi that satisfy one of the two criteria
Select queries Qi that partially satisfy the two criteria
end while
Step 4. Augment Optimum Query and Prefetch
Use the PZ future cells to augment selected Qi- > Q'
Prefetch using augmented queries Q'
end

to form a list of candidate queries for prefetching and (ii) examine the candidates list
to identify the best candidates for prefetching.

* First Issue: Form a candidate queries list for prefetching based on the current
query

Q

semantic description. First, the query history is examined to find the

most frequently requested attributes and query predicates, and then are subject
to augment or alter the current query using this history. To limit the space
of candidate queries only the following cases are considered. These cases are
intuitive and offer good bandwidth and cache space savings: (i) augment

Q by a

single requested attribute (e.g., ask for working times in addition to prices), (ii)
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Table 4.1: {Query Candidates List for Prefetching

Q:

"give me all the names of the Chinese restaurants at the current

location in the medium price range"

Q-1

"give me all the names of the Chinese restaurants at the current

location that open from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and in the medium
price range"

* Q2-

"give me all the names and price ranges of the Chinese restaurants

at the current location in the

medium price range"

* Q3- "give me all the names and price ranges of the Chinese restaurants
at the next location "

* Q4-

"give me all the names of the Latin restaurants at the current

location"

*

Q5- "give me all the price ranges of all Chinese restaurants at the current
location in the medium price range"

*

Q6- "give me all the names of the Chinese restaurants at the current
location"

* Q7-

"give me all the names and price ranges of the Chinese restaurants

at the current location"

add a predicate (e.g., price='medium' in addition to the location predicate), (iii)
remove a predicate (e.g., get all local restaurants instead of only the Chinese),
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Table 4.2: Candidate Queries-Attributes and Predicates Description
Relation: Restaurant

Qz

Attributes

Query

1

Rname

pu = currentcell(x)

(AR

P12 = Type(Chinese)

2

12

)

predicates description

P13 =

Schedule(6 - 10p.m.)

P14

=

Price(Medium)

Rname, Price

p1

=

current-cell(x)

(AR 12 , AR1 )

P12

=

Type(Chinese)

P14 = Price(Medium)
3

P15 =

(AR 12 )

p11 = Type(Chinese)
P14

4

5

6

7

future-cell(k)

Rname

=

Price(Medium)

Rname

p1 = current-cell(x)

(AR 12 )

P16

=

T ype(Latin)

Price

P1

=

current-cell(x)

(AR 15 )

P12 =

Type(Chinese)

P14

= Price(Medium)

Rname

pn

=

current cell(x)

(AR 12 )

P12 =

Type(Chinese)

Rname, Price

pu

=

currentcell(x)

(AR 12 , AR 15)

P12

=

Type(Chinese)

and (iv) remove a predicate and add a requested attribute (combination of (i)

and (iii)). Based on this described logic, the sub-algorithm (Algorithm 2) is
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Table 4.3: Candidate Queries's Cost

Qi

QiA

vs QA

(Selected

Description

Ans(Qi) vs Ans(Q)

Bandwidth

(Result-Tuples)

and Space

Query

Changes

Savings

Attributes)
1

Q1A

= QA

Ans(Qi) 9 Ans(Q)

Yes

Q

2

Q2A

D QA

Ans(Q 2) C Ans(Q)

Yes

QA
more attributes

QA D QA

3

Ans(Q 3 ) n Ans(Q)
=

4

Q4A = QA

5

Q5A n

QA

QA, Qp,

NULL
No

Qp,

NULL

Q6A = QA

QL

new tuples

Ans(Q 5 ) = Ans(Q)

No

QA

new attributes

=NULL
6

QL - new

attributes and tuples

Ans(Q 4 ) n Ans(Q)
=

No

Ans(Q 5 ) D Ans(Q)

QP

Yes

some new tuples
7

Q7A

D QA

Ans(Q 6 ) D Ans(Q)

QA, QP -

Yes

some new

attributes and tuples

designed to form a list of candidate queries LQ for prefetching. Table 4.1 lists
part of the algorithm's output using query

Q

for input. Additionally, Table 4.2

lists the attributes and predicates of the candidate queries list.
* Second Issue: Examine the candidate queries list for the best query choice for
prefetching. In predicting the user's next query, the following observations can
be made regarding the prefetching cost of the candidate queries list. Consider-
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ing prefetching to be a form of caching for

dynamically

generated content [34],

one can also consider prefetching along a number of granularity levels such as
the cell, relation, attribute and item values (Cell -+ Data-item -+ Attribute -+
Item-alue). In predicting the user's next query, the two criteria can be derived regarding the prefetching cost of the above listed candidate queries. The
following two criteria are used to determine the benefit of prefetching a query:

(0 1) The attributes commonality criterion is satisfied if the candidate to prefetch
query

(02)

Qj,

shares attributes with the current query

Q.

The tuple similarity criterion is satisfied if the result tuples of Q2, are a subset
of the result tuples of Q.

The best candidates for prefetching are the queries

Qj that

satisfy both criteria

f

High. If there is still

(#1, #2). A high affinity level is assigned to this query, i.e.,

=

cache space available, the queries that satisfy either one of the two criteria (b 1, 02) are

prefetched (medium affinity level, f = Medium). Finally, the queries that partially
satisfy the two criteria can be used for prefetching (low affinity level

f

= Low). In

trying to anticipate the future user needs a replacement policy must also be defined
to make room for new data items when the cache becomes full. In previous work

[38, 39, 40] a compatible future location-aware replacement policy was described that
is used here with the prefetching strategy when the cache is full. Table 4.3 lists the
candidate queries using a bandwidth and space allocation cost taxonomy.
The overall steps for the presented prefetching strategy are shown in Algorithm
3.

Using the above described criteria, it is noted that the first query Q, in the

candidate list is based on the same location and data item type (relation) and it
meets both criteria. Therefore, it only marks some of the resulting tuples of
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Q.

It

clearly represents the cheapest choice as far as network resources are concerned and
it is expected to achieve a good prediction level for the next query. As a second best
choice for prefetching query selection, queries Q2 and Q6 meet only one of the two
criteria. Q2 asks for a new attribute and Qs brings new tuples. As a last choice notice
that

Q7

asks for a new attribute and will also bring new tuples. Regarding queries

with a "NO" in the savings column, queries Q3,

Q4

and

Q5

are new queries that

ask for new attributes and that will have to retrieve new tuples at another location;
therefore, there is going to be a higher increase in saving cost and bandwidth. The
case of a join query type may be treated as multiple queries, each against a different
relation.

4.3

Prefetching Cost Analysis Model

In a mobile wireless environment, the most scarce and critical resources are those
strictly connected to the use of portable devices to access the information service,
such as disk space, processing power, wireless link bandwidth and amount of energy.
This section focuses on the bandwidth and uses it as the cost of prefetching the consumption of this scarce resource. The measure of bandwidth occupancy is represented
by the number of bytes per second (W) that traverse in both directions in the wireless
link, while a query is active. In a mobile environment, the user is unaware from where
the information is received; however, two events may take place; a cache hit, and a
cache miss. For the

mobile environment, an out-of-scope condition is the time the

MT has moved into a new cell outside the prefetched cluster, while an information
request is still "active". P,ss is the probability of not finding the required informa-
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tion locally when an out-of-scope condition occurs (cache miss), while the probability
of a cache hit is denoted by 1-Pmiss.
During a cache miss, the information is retrieved from a remote source in

trem

time units (e.g., a server or a proxy server), and during a cache hit the information
is retrieved locally in ti0, time units. The latency, or response time, is the time from
the submission of the query to the time when the result is obtained. The latency is
often associated with a high variability in transfer times for the same data item and
makes cache management decisions more difficult. Other factors that affect latency,
such as the time needed to detect the out-of-scope condition, are not considered
in this dissertation. Instead, the focus is on the time needed to retrieve and start
loading the information from the data server responsible for the particular information
service

trem.

This time depends on the server load, the amount of information to be

transferred and the available bandwidth. Since the bandwidth of a wireless channel
is usually quite low, the value of

t

em

can be excessively high.

Prefetching is considered when a cache miss occurs. Clearly, if the main concern
was to reduce the overall performance, then it would be recommended to simply increase the frequency of prefetching and the amount of prefetched data. A compromise
is needed between two opposite goals - (i) to keep Pmiss small and (ii) to optimize
resource usage i.e., to determine an ideal number of cells to be used for prefetching.
Therefore, a cost evaluation model needs to be defined to find the equilibrium between
cost and performance.
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The average occupation of the wireless link can be expressed as W =

IPC+TNM.

The IPC = W + WaNO component, denotes the initial prefetching cost and TNM =
tqbkok(Wq + NiWa) denotes the cost of the total number of misses. The expression
for W can be written as follows:

W

(Wq + WaNO) + tqbkOk(Wq + WaNk),

(4.1)

where Nk is the number of cells for prefetching when the ith cache miss occurs. For
a standard random movement NAk

=

3k 2 + 3k

+

1. No is the number of cells used for

prefetching when the user submits the query the first time. The term tqbkck = tqPmis
represents the number of missed hits during the active period of the query
by tq. The transition from state k to state 0 represented by bk

= 2(k 1) 1,

Q denoted
using the

state diagram shown in Appendix 6.3, corresponds to the exit from the cluster covered
by previously prefetched information and to the reconstruction of a new cluster.

Figure

4.2:

Prefetching

cost

(Equation
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(ie., within cluster of

rings) starting from the central

position, which is the mobile user's current cell. The state

diagram

derivation of the

state transition probabilities is given in [26, 24, 11}, where state i means that the user
is in a cell belonging to ring i (6 < i < k), and ai, bi and ci are the probabilities that,
at the end of each time slot, the user moves to ring i respectively.

same

The user

moves

1, i+

1 or remains in ring i,

to an adjacent cell with probability

cell with probability 1--y. Given the

uniform motion model,

, or remains in the

these values can be

calculated by counting how many edges are adjacent to each polygon that belongs to

ring i.

Uk

denotes the steady state probability of being in ring i when a cluster of

radius kis reconstructed each time a local storage
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miss

occurs.

Previous research using the Markov model [24, 11] has shown an approximate
expression for

9k

that can be calculated in the case of the two-dimensional motion as

follows:

(b2

-

a7 - ab +

bk

-yak)

-

+ (a-y

-

ab + a 2 )

Finally, Equation 4.2 is derived making the assumption that the number N0 of
cells used for prefetching when the user submits the query the first time is equal to
the number Nk of cells used for prefetching thereafter:

W = (Wq + WaNk)(1 + tqbkcgk)

(4.2)

It should be noted, that the above formulation represents only one possible way
to formulate the actual data traffic. For example, it does not consider explicitly the
number of bytes exchanged to set up the connection between the user device and the
data server. This number depends on the particular transport protocol used for the
connection, and could be included in the model; however, it will require more complex
formulations.

4.3.1

Numerical Results

In this subsection, the numerical results presented have been obtained by using the
following values: t10c =10 msec and trem = 5sec. An average query duration of tq = 500
discrete time units is used. A

Va

=

10 Kb is used as the typical size of query results.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3, demonstrate that using clusters with radius k = 1 (6 cells) for
prefetching, a latency improvement is experienced with no significant performance
cost increase. However, when using clusters with a radius k > 1 (more than 6 cells),
there is a wireless bandwidth increase for slow motion (mobility factor "y = 0.2), which
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becomes substantially more significant for fast movement (mobility factor

-Y=

0.8).

Using the uniform random movement model a normal prefetching strategy would
prefetch information associated to a cluster of rings (0, 1, 2, 3, ... , k) centered at the
MT's current cell for a total number of cells given by: N(k) = 3k + 3k + 1. These
results suggest that anticipating prefetching to prevent a cache-miss occurrence leads
to a significant performance advantage, but with an increase of wireless bandwidth
consumption, especially for k > 1.
The presented method, while maintaining the prefetching scope large enough for
better performance, at the same time uses a modified random movement model to
mitigate the prefetching cost performance issue. The results of this set of experiments
demonstrate that the presented modified motion model in both cases (slow and fast
motion) is able to significantly reduce the prefetching cost. This happens because, for
the same scope of prefetching (i.e. same number of rings, k), our model's valid scope
factor will use a reduced number of cells Pi (k), where P (k) is the prime list (Section
3.4.2) of cells which is a subset of N(k). In a large-scale information system, the
number and size of scope distributions can be very large. Assuming that for a certain
data item the scope distribution size expressed as the number of cells that cover 75%
of the neighboring cells (e.g. the number of restaurants in a metropolitan location).
To quantify this prefetching cost savings, let e be the percentage of cells reduction
index, which is specific to the data item scope distribution, in this case e=25%. Then,
using Equation 4.2 the prefetching cost savings can be estimated. Figure 4.3 shows
that for e=25% the achieved decrease in prefetching cost expressed versus the number
of rings of cells used for prefetching, varies from 0% to 33% for the slow mobility case
and from 0% to 40% for the high mobility case.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation work flow (res:resident query, rq:remote query).

4.4

Prefetching Performance Evaluation

In this section, the presented location and context aware cache management strategy

(CAPS) is evaluated and compared to the standard directional scheme based on

tangent velocity [28] (denoted as non-CAPS or DR). The cache hit ratio (h) is used
as the primary performance metric, because most of the other performance results
can be derived from the cache hit ratio. The cache hit ratio is the percentage of
all the requests that can be satisfied by searching the cache for a copy of the requested data item. Mobile client mobility is patterned using the random walk model.
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Each simulation trial uses a set of valid cells and lasts until the MT has completed
a fixed number of movements. The expected average hit ratio is estimated for each
prefetching strategy of N iterations. For each run of the simulation different movement paths may be selected. For each iteration, the values for the hit ratios are
added to the previous ones and at the end of the nth iteration (trial), the results for
CAPS and DR are averaged. The DR scheme uses FAR [7] (currently used as the
formal semantic caching replacement policy), when additional cache space is needed.
The results are obtained when the system has reached a stable state. For each simulation trial a number of warm-up queries are issued, so that the warm-up effect on
the client cache is eliminated before collecting the performance metrics. In a mobile
environment, prefetching is considered when a cache miss occurs. Figure 4.4 depicts
an overall data caching system model used for this simulation. Since it is well-known
that prefetching will benefit from a large cache size a small cache size scale from 1%
to 10% is used. However, steadily falling costs of storage lead to caches of larger sizes

[48], so additional experiments are included using larger cache size levels i.e., from
10% to 50%. In the next sub-sections, the performance of the examined schemes is
examined focusing on the characteristics that could impact the prefetching decisions,
such as the cache size, the simulation time, the query delay, the data item types, the
affinity factor, the cells numbers and the movement speed.
Finally it is noted that the presented prefetching strategy fails for uncorrelated
query patterns as expected. In such extreme cases prefetching has negative effect on
the overall system performance. As it is noted in the cache prefetching components
(Section 4), this paper focuses on the query and movement patterns. Furthermore,
the third factor, i.e., the user profile, can be included (in future work) as a means to
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mitigate this issue by providing a control facility for purpose movement (i.e., weekly,
monthly or daily schedules of operation).
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4.4.1

Impact of Cache Size

In this set of experiments the cache hit ratio is measured under five cache size settings:

2% , 4%, 6% , 8% and 10% of the database size. The mobility model used is the RW.
The duration of the experiments is 5000 movements per trial. As expected, the cache
hit ratio increases with increasing cache size for all schemes, as more important data
items having high access probability (cache benefit) are stored in the cache. CAPS
demonstrates (Figure 4.5) an even greater performance advantage, approximately 0%
to 20% compared to the standard direction policy (DR). Regarding the underlying
replacement policy used by the cache, LRU is included here as a baseline scheme. The
results for this scheme are compatible with the ones other researchers have demonstrated

from

5% to 15%. The performance advantage of CAPS is a result of CAPS

being able to adapt itself to the data items distribution in the neighboring cells, due
mainly to its data item scope distribution factor.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates that LRU outperforms DR and CAPS under the directional mobility model (DIR). This happens because under DIR, a data item no longer
accessed can be detected and removed from the cache more quickly than by LRU.
For DIR (using FAR for replacement), the data item depends on its distance from
the current location of the user and movement direction. This result is exactly the
opposite for the RW model, where LRU might erroneously evict the items that are
to be requested by the near future queries. Both CAPS and DR are independent of
the recent access history, and therefore perform much better in this case.
In summary, CAPS has a more stable performance than the other two schemes
because it uses a larger scope (i.e. rings of cells ) rather than continuous tangent
velocity calculations, which are proven to be problematic for active mobile users.
Additionally Figure 4.6 demonstrates that the cache-hit-ratio for the RW model is
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nyFy

larger than for the DIR model in all cache schemes. This is expected as RW exhibits
better query locality than DIR; so there is a significant caching benefit in this scenario.
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High) determines how close the prefetching query matches the two criteria

(gh, e2) defined in section 4.2.1. While wandering, a mobile user may have an affinity
(preference) towards a certain item type (continuous type of query). It is possible
that the user could get sidetracked every now and then

-

those would be the times

when they query for something else. Figure 4.7 demonstrates that the higher the
affinity value the better the performance results. This is due to the fact there is a
much better future query pattern prediction and, therefore, the cache management
strategy does a much better job in evaluating the data items cache value. The results
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of this experiment demonstrate that CAPS can reach very high cache hit ratios as
the cache size increases. This characteristic suggests the possible capabilities of the
presented strategy in a larger design/application space, where more MTs can be used
to examine if they interface with one another or help each other in a peer-to-peer
cooperative computing architecture, i.e., if there is no data access via a BS or a MSS
ask your peer.

Figure

4.4.3
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it decreases significantly as the

Figure 4.9: Impact of data item types.
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(tangent velocity calculations) only to the cells in the exact opposite
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movement.
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account likely sharp turns (really
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query takes place with every random movement, a query delay "2", means that the
query takes place with every other random movement, etc. As illustrated, when the
query delay is increased from "1"

to "5", the standard DR scheme demonstrates an

approximate 18.5% cache hit ratio decrease. This is expected because, for a longer
query interval the client would make more movements between two successive queries;
thus the client has a lower probability of residing in one of the valid scopes of the
previously queried data items when a new query is issued.

However, interestingly

enough the presented strategy responds differently by displaying almost no change in
the cache hit ratio (only a 2% decrease) as the query delay increases from "1" to "5".
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Figure 4.12: Impact of query delay-Average results for both CAPS and DR.
DR blindly prefetches information content based on the user's direction that needs
to keep evaluating every At, hence it cannot prefetch far enough. However, CAPS can
do more selective prefetching which allows it to prefetch at the longest distance. To
further validate these results the experiment has been run for the regular database

size (CAPS-1, DR-1) and then for a double database size (CAPS-2, DR-2) with
approximately the same results (Figure 4.12). This experiment allowed us to quantify
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the significant advantage of CAPS in a real life

random
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4.4.5

Impact of Movement Speed

The movement velocity is simulated using a maxspeed defined by the total number
of movement for the duration of the simulation, i.e. maxspeed=5000 time steps,
approximately 900 seconds. The cache hit ratio results are plotted against a scale
from 10 - 100% of the maxspeed. Figure 4.13 shows the cache average response time

against the cache sizes 10%, 30% and 50% of the database size for CAPS and DIR.
Figure 4.14 shows the cache average response time against a number of speed values

(i.e., 25%, 50% and 75% of the maxspeed) for all three competing policies DR, CAPS
and LRU. As it is expected as the speed of movement increases both DR and LRIU
experience a substantial performance reduction, which of course increases as the cache
size increases. CAPS demonstrates a much less dramatic performance reduction for
higher speeds which is a significant advantage over the other policies, whereas DR
demonstrates a better performance at lower speeds. As it was noted before, DR does
not perform well in a fast moving environment.

4.5

Prefetching Strategy Conclusions

In a mobile computing paradigm, caching alone is generally not enough to improve
the performance of mobile systems. Moreover, prefetching has a broader application
range than simply storing already used data in the cache. The presented prefetching
strategy considers both the movement pattern and the query pattern. Noticing that
the query has valid answers only within a set of cells predefined for each data item
(item valid scope), an efficient future cell prediction filtering mechanism was presented
based on the valid scope concept. Next, the prediction level is improved into the most
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likely future query pattern based on the query affinity, while the cache content with
the highest benefit is preserved.
Both the performance and simulation models are based on general "context" and
"user behavior" models. From the above performance results the conclusion drawn is

that for a context-aware information service, prefetching is highly beneficial for both
latency and traffic reduction. However, in some cases prefetching is only beneficial
for latency reduction because it causes a cost (bandwidth cost) increase with respect
to no prefetching. The presented context-aware future location prediction approach
was used to mitigate this issue based on the data items valid scope and query content
control.
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Chapter 5
THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
Despite the recent surge in research activities in the mobile and wireless infrastructure software simulation remains the primary approach to evaluate the data caching
performance, as it is fairly easy to implement and manipulate. Data caching in a real
world mobile user system is too complex to allow for an analytical evaluation through
a realistic mobility model. This chapter presents the design of a random walk simulator that captures the movement of mobile users in Personal Communications Services
(PCS) networks. A novel mathematical model is used and the validity of the data
fetched from the server to identify a reduced subset of neighboring cells used to simulate the data caching computing paradigm for mobile computing. We demonstrate the
capabilities of the simulator by simulating three key cache

management

replacement

policies and measure the cache hit ratio performance.
A wireless infrastructure based network is simulated, where the simulated area in
which a mobile user's movement takes places, is described using a NxN rectangular
area of cells, represented by fixed size hexagons (other shapes may also be used). The
same cell array was adopted in previous works [25], [26] and [36]. To set the simulation
environment, two approaches were considered; to use the network simulator (ns2) [49] and to develop a custom simulation environment.

After analyzing the ns-2

environment, it was found that to exploit ns-2 in this dissertation, an enormous
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amount of changes should be applied to its internal classes. Therefore it was decided
to implement a simulation environment using C++. The presented simulation method
includes a heuristic mathematical model which provides a number of supplementary
functions:

* Identifies the neighboring cells based on the user's current wireless cell.
* Efficiently measures the distance between any two cells.

* Uses the valid scope distribution to reduce the number of future locations.

Cells are identified using both an absolute number, which is the cell number, and a
reference number. The expressions for cell numbers and distance d are easily derived
from the presented grid geometry and are shown in Appendix A. The distance is
recorded in terms of the number of cells travelled by a mobile user at each trial. The
simulation is carried out for the RW and DIR mobility models. The combination of
these two models can be used to simulate realistic models such as daily, weekly and
monthly movement patterns in combination with user profiling. Under the RW model
the MT selects a random cell as its destination and follows a random path to reach
it. At each cell it pauses for a random period of time and may also select a different
speed. The next step is always selected randomly. DIR restricts the selection of the
next destination so that the moving direction is roughly reserved. This characteristic
if combined with the mobile user's profile obviously is a better model for movements
purpose.
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5.1

The Client Cache Model

Besides the random walk process described in the previous section, the mobile client is
modelled with three independent processes: cache manager, query process and query
generator. The query process continuously generates location-dependent queries for
a number of data items types (up to ten) selected randomly. A query delay is implemented between consecutive queries. The queries used for the simulation experiments
place simple equality conditions on the underlying data based on the user's current
cell. The client is assumed to have a cache of fixed size, which is a percentage of the
database size. In order to be fair to different caching schemes, the cache contains
both the space needed for storing item parameters (e.g., the scope information for
FLA) and the space available for storing data. To answer a query, the client first
checks its local cache. If the data value for the requested item with respect to the
current location is available, the query is satisfied locally. Otherwise, additional data
is fetched from the server.
The

Query Generator

generates queries according to the scope distribution used by

the different experiments. It also changes the query delay patterns. Several elements
in the simulation need to be generated randomly with each request. To simulate the
affinity towards a selected query properly, the Matsumoto and Nishimura's random
number generator 'Mersenne Twister' [46 is used, which generates numbers in a much
larger range.
The affinity effect is created by the query generator using a calculated query pool
(Algorithm 5). The query pool defines how large the random number needs to be. It
is simply the itemTypeCount raised to the power of the queryAffinity value. Raising
each item type number to the power of the queryAffinity value would end up with
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extremely large range between values for each of the itemTypeCount values, thus
creating larger and larger pools of numbers that will result in selecting a particular
queryType. Next, a random number is selected in the range 1 to queryPool inclusively.
The random number is raised to the power of 1 over the queryAffinity value. This
brings us back close to the original queryIterm type. Next the result needs to be
normalized so that it is exactly one of our queryltem values.

This is achieved by

taking the next highest integer, i.e., 9.2 becomes 10, 4.8 becomes 5, 6 becomes 6,
etc... That value needs to be subtracted from the itemTypeCount so that the affinity
is reversed. Otherwise, an affinity towards the higher values will be Achieved. An
affinity towards the lower number is preferred. The movement process is controlled
by a number of modules i.e., Algorithm 6 which uses a random process to select the
next direction (cell). Other modules define the valid cells for each random walk.
The presented replacement algorithm implies some data item type differentiation.
A number of semantic caches are simulated by the cache management process instead
of having one single cache.

This process removes and adds segments based on the

underlined replacement policy (LRU, FAR and FLA). Algorithm 4 shows the function
for creating five (10-50%) cache objects for each replacement schemes. Each object
represents a semantic cache of size equal to the 10 - 50% of the database size. Algorithm 6 provides the pseudo-code for the function which returns the list of cell id's
of (only) those cells used by the random walk.
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Algorithm 4 Cache objects for replacement schemes

/*

Create an array of caches 5 of each type policy

scheme

Cache sizes vary from 10% to 50% of total DB size. */

1: for nti = 0; i < 5; i+

do

2:

int cacheSize = (int)(((float)(i+1)/10) * dbSize);

3:

cacheArray[i] = new LRUCache(cacheSize);

4:

cacheArray[i+5]

5:

cacheArray[i+10] = new FLACache(cacheSize);

6:

cacheArray[i+15} = new PAIDCache(cacheSize);

=

new FARCache(cacheSize);

7: end for
8: End
Algorithm 5 Query generator -Affinity effect
1: queryPool = (int)pow(itemTypeCount, queryAffinity);
2: int rqt = randGen -+ IRandom(1, queryPool);
3: float aqt = powf((float)rgt, (1/(float)queryAffinity));

4: int qt = (itemTypeCount - ((int)ceil(aqt)));

5.2

Cache Management Simulation Examples

In this section, the simulation modules are shown for the industry standard replace-

ment policy LRU, the semantic caching policy FAR [7] and FLA policy [42].

5.2.1

The Physical Cache Organization

The cache is arranged to hold the most recently accessed segments of main memory.
A segment of memory is referred to as a line which contains a consecutive sequence
of bytes in the main memory. Typically, line lengths of 32,64 or 128 bytes are used.
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Algorithm 6 simWorld::step() function

/ Giving

a

random

direction (n

=

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

corresponding to the directional vector
(N, NE, SE,

, SW, NW) the function will produce

the next celLid number.

*/

1: INPUT: (direction)
2: OUTPUT:currentcell
3: bool isValidStep = false;
4: while ! isValidStep do
5:

direction = stepValue(rand() % 6);

6:

if validStep(currentCell + direction) then

7:

previousCell = currentCell;

8:

currentCell += direction;

9:

isValidStep = true;

10:

end if

11:

return currentCell;

12: end

while

13: End
For example, Table 51 shows the 16 megabytes of main memory partitioned into
lines that are 64 bytes long.
In 16 megabytes of real memory there are 262144 lines of 64 bytes, that is, (16

megabytes) / (64 bytes per line) = 262144 lines. A cache that has 512 lines with 64
bytes per line holds 32K bytes. As memory requests are presented to the cache, cache
hardware compares the line address of the request with the line address stored in the
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Algorithm 7 World DB dynamic population module
1: void FLAorld::populateWorld()
2: {
3: int cellNumber, itemType;
4:

for int i = 0; i

A
_dbSize; i++ do

5:

{

6:

while !validStep(cellNumber (rand() % 225) + 1)); do

7:

itemType = rand() % _itemTypeCount;

8:

cells[cellNumber] -+ Addltem(i, itemType);

9:

scope[itemType]++;

10:

end while

11: end
12:

for

End

Table 5.1: Memory and Cache Line Addresses
So

bytes 0 through 63 are in line number 0

Si

bytes 64 through 127 are in line number 1

S2

bytes 128 through 191 are in line number 2

S2 62 14 1

bytes 16777023 through 16777087 are in line number 262141

S2 62 14 2

bytes 16777088 through 16777151 are in line number 262142

S 2 6214 3

bytes 16777152 through 16777215 are in line number 262143
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Algorithm 8 FAR - Determine the direction priority module
1: int FAR achedirectionPriority

{

2: (int cell, int prevCell, int target)
3: int q1 = quadrant(cell, prevCell);

4: int q2 = quadrant(cell, target);
5: if q1 == q2 then
6:

return 2;

7:

if abs(q1 - q2) == 1 then
return 1;

8:

end if

9:

return 0;

10:
11:

end if

12:

}

13: End
cache directory. If the line address is found in the cache directory, a cache hit occurs.
If the address is not found, a miss occurs, and the request must be satisfied from the

main memory.

5.2.2

LRU Baseline Policy Simulation

The LRU replacement algorithm that is commonly used for cache designs is presented
as the baseline policy. Every time a cache miss occurs, the replacement algorithm is
invoked, and a line is discarded from the cache. The ultimate goal of any replacement
algorithm is to minimize the total number of misses. The strategy used by LRU is
to keep those lines that were

most

recently referenced and to discard the line that

was referenced the furthest in the past.

To do this, each directory entry has an
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associated age tag that identifies the chronological order of its last reference. The
LRU algorithm uses the age tags to identify the line that was referenced the furthest
time in the past.

Once identified, this line is then discarded.

Due to hardware

constraints, LRU is usually restricted to discarding a line that was just referenced.
Thus the age tags represent a chronological ordering relative to the lines within a
conformity class. When a miss occurs, the line with the oldest age tag is discarded.
A push-down stack is used as an abstract representation to model the replacement

decisions made by an LRU algorithm (Algorithm 9). The stack represents one line in
a cache and the stack depth corresponds to the set associativity used by the cache.
Let Si, represent a stack of elements at time t. Let the elements of S be given

by S (1), Si(2), .... , Si(n). Let the stack S be ordered according to an age-tag that
At the top of the stack, Si(1), is the

represents the time from its last reference.

most-recently-used (MRU) line, and at the bottom of the stack, Si(n), is the leastrecently-used line. Next, assume line A is a stack miss at time t

+ 1. Then line A is

put on the top of the stack. All lines which were formerly in the stack are pushed
down one position. The last line in the stack is discarded.

-- A

St z(1)

Stml(i +1)<-

St(n)

St (i)

is

i =1,

2

.n

-

1

discarded

New requested elements(objects) are inserted at the head of the list. On a hit the
object is removed from its current position and inserted at the head. Replacement
takes place at the end of the list. Searching can be supported by hashing techniques.
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Algorithm 9 LRU Replacement Algorithm
1: char* LRUCache::getCacheType()
2:

{

return "LRU 0" ; }

3: Cache::CacheElement* LRUCache::
4: replaceElement(FLAItem *item, int cell, int qty)

5:

}

6:

CacheElement *ce;

7:

ce = popFrorTail();

8: pushToHead(item, cell, qty);
9: return ce;

10:

}

11:

End

CeIL2 TaS

CeILI T1oS1
cellO TO S

ell

Cell 3 T S

T

O(current
,
location)

CeIL4 T4 S4

Figure 5.1: A query random walk for the FAR policy.
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5.2.3

The FAR Replacement Policy

Ren and Dunham [7] developed a mobility model to represent the moving behavior of
mobile users and formally defined location dependent queries. Based on their mobility
model, they developed an LDD semantic cache replacement policy they name furthest
away replacement (FAR). FAR chooses for replacement those segments which are not
in the moving direction and are furthest from the user (see Figure 5.1). A future
location is anticipated based on the current user's direction and speed. FAR presented
cache replacement policy implies future location prediction based on tangent velocity.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation makes two important contributions towards designing effective cache
management architecture at the mobile client of the wireless infrastructure. The designs and formulations used can reduce both latency and network costs in mobile
environments. The results obtained can form a solid foundation for future development work. This chapter summarizes the results of this research and gives several
directions for future research on data caching in the mobile computing paradigm.

6.1

Contributions of this dissertation

The deployment of wireless communications coupled with the popularity of portable
devices has led to significant research in the area of mobile data caching.

Prior

research has focused on the development of solutions that allow applications to run
in wireless environment using proxy based techniques.

Most of these approaches

are semantic based and do not provide adequate support representing the context
of the user. Even though the context may be treated implicitly it is crucial to data

management.
This dissertation makes two important contributions towards designing effective
cache management architecture at the mobile client of the wireless infrastructure. The
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designs and formulations used can reduce both latency and network costs in mobile
environments. The results obtained can form a solid foundation for future development work. This chapter summarizes the results of this research and gives several
directions for future research on data caching in the mobile computing paradigm.

6.2

Impact of the Results to Mobile Computing

Classical cache management strategies (i.e., LRU, MRU, FAR) are not suitable for
mobile environments due to the high mobility of mobile clients. On the other hand,
other presented techniques exhibit a considerable amount of complication and processing overhead. The presented mobility model is simple which makes the prediction
algorithm quite efficient by avoiding complex calculations. It considers both the future
prediction and the valid scope concept collaboration to efficiently implement cache
replacement and prefetching due to the location changes. The presented strategies'
results demonstrated the benefit of using an efficient symbolic model based on cell
granularity rather than the (x, y) geometrical model used by other research teams.
The use of prefetching was analyzed in a combined approach with the cache replacement scheme. An idealized motion model was considered. However, the conclusion was drawn that for a context-aware information service, prefetching is highly
beneficial for both latency and traffic reduction only when the amount of prefetched
information grows linearly with the "radius" of the area covered by such information.
A cost reduction approach was used to examine the effectiveness of this technique. It
was determined that in some cases, prefetching is only beneficial for latency reduction,
but causes a cost increase with respect to no prefetching; this issue was mitigated by
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the use of a reduced set of future cells derived by examining the future locations of
interest to the query. In this dissertation the following contributions have been made:

A Context-Aware Prefetching Strategy (CAPS), which first uses the validity of
the data (valid scope distribution) based on their location to derive a set of
most likely future cells called the "prime" list of cells. Next, in order to identify
data items with high benefit as far as the cache content is concerned the user's
query context is exploited to limit the amount of prefetched information within
the predicted set of future cells (the prefetching zone).
* A Future Location-Aware (FLA) cache replacement policy, which uses future
location-prediction and the validity of the data based on location. When a
LDD query is submitted for execution, the location where the mobile client is
currently visiting is directly related to the data to be retrieved. To select the
cache entries for removal, a dynamically formed set of future cells called the
"primary" list of cells is used. Cache entries associated with cells less likely
to be visited in the future are removed first. For better efficiency, the overall
replacement granularity is achieved dynamically in a zooming mode along three
levels: remote ring users, closest neighboring cells and data items.
* A direct result of the proposed cache management strategies is the formation
and maintenance of the context-aware cache of data items with a high cache
benefit (value) which are included at a low cost. Data items with maximum

benefit are prefetched while cache data entries with minimum benefit (highest
replacement score) are evicted.

The context-aware cache is then updated if

the mobile user subsequently strays out of the predefined prime list of cells.
Alternatively a time field may also be used for the same purpose.
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* A random walk simulator is designed and implemented, that uses a novel

math-

ematical model to provide a number of supplementary functions such as neighboring cells identifications and calculate the distance among cells.

* An intelligent algorithm was presented for the query processing at the client.
The presented algorithm significantly improves this process by discriminating
the cached data items based on their future location binding information, based
on cell granularity.

The presented cache management strategies improve the data caching process in
mobile computing, using future location prediction.

The overall outcome of these

techniques is the strengthening of the query's prefetching capabilities and therefore
the local processing of a larger number of location dependent future queries.

6.3 Future Work
Although the presented work is extensive and forms a solid basis for incorporating
new techniques into the data caching computing paradigm, much more is needed in
this area of research. The following are interesting and challenging areas for future
research:

1 Network composition: Cellular networks are not cost effective if they become
fully distributed.

Placing caches within cells may not always be a feasible

solution to efficient data replication, since the cost of wireless bandwidth used
for prefetching could dominate over the benefits of potentially better latency
performance.
replication.

Currently, caches are centralized to avoid huge costs in data
Other network types need to be investigated where the scenario
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would be more credible. In addition, the cost in moving cached data around
the network to place it closer to the mobile terminal would be huge compared to
the penalty of accessing the data at a centralized node (as is done today) over
multiple hops in the core network. In addition, the penalties involved in terms
of data movement in a cellular network to maintain such a cache structure must
be considered.

2. Mobility models: It is clear that the benefits and cost of the presented techniques
are highly dependent on the ability of the cache management processes (i.e.,
both replacement and prefetching) to predict the mobility behavior of users.
It is for this reason that a user's mobility, i.e., activity-based modeling, will
require further detailed study.
The movement of a mobile client could be modelled by a hybrid auto-switch
mechanism controlled by the user's profile. Furthermore, the third factor, i.e.,
the user profile, can be included (in future work) as a means to mitigate this
issue by providing a control facility for purpose movement (i.e., weekly, monthly
or daily schedules of operation). The incorporation of the user's profile as a third
factor for the cache management processes could provide a control facility for
purpose movement (i.e., weekly, monthly or daily schedules of operation) and
random movement.

The directional movement model was shown in chapters

3 and 4 to favor the traditional LRU cache management method due to its
simplicity and the fact that past items are clearly identifiable and certain not
to be needed in the future. Other times the user's profile would automatically
switch to the random movement model where the presented strategies would
apply. As it was shown for the random movement model LRU might erroneously
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evict the items that are to be requested by the near future queries. However,
both CAPS and FLA are independent of the recent access history, and therefore
perform much better in this case.

3.

Query pattern: Regarding

the future direction of this research, a more rigorous

query pattern prediction incorporating the user profile needs to be considered.
The models of user query pattern are very critical to the success of replacement
and prefetching since they have a direct relationship with the query prediction.
As a first approach the "affinity factor" was used. However, more rigorous work

is needed with the modeling of querying behavior and prediction.
4. Cost of wireless bandwidth consumption: The goal of the presented prefetching
strategy is to pro-actively load information from a remote server (normally far
from the current user's location) to neighbor cells (prefetching zone) so that the
mobile client can access this information more quickly when needed. In most
cases, the remote server and the cells (i.e. base stations) are connected through
wireline connection.

The wireless link is used only for the last hop between

the mobile client and base station. However, the prefetching happens between
the remote server and base stations i.e. through wireline links.

So the cost

here is the wireline bandwidth consumption. This is an important point since
an increase of wireline bandwidth consumption can be tolerated (especially
if high-speed links are available) in order to improve query performance.

A

simplistic cost/benefit analysis was given and a more detailed cost model needs
to be presented in the future work.
5. Cache management processes collaboration:The previous data caching research
treats cache replacement and cache coherence as separate topics. The presented
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data caching overall strategy has taken a modest first step towards the collaboration of these two cache management functions by incorporating the same
factors into both cache management processes.
As it was noted in the introduction by integrating data caching replacement
and prefetching, these two techniques can complement each other since data
caching technique exploits the temporal locality whereas prefetching technique
utilizes the spatial locality of the mobile objects. However, without circumspect
design the integration of these two techniques might cause significant performance degradation to each other. For instance, to provide the cache with rich
information, a remote server may deliberately send all possible prefetching hints
with various levels of confidences to the cache or intermediate MSS. Without
any control, a MSS will prefetch every implied object into its cache, despite that
the confidences of some prefetching rules may be low. In this case, a significant
portion of the cache content will be replaced because a MSS may concurrently
serve a large amount of client requests and each of these requests may trigger
certain prefetching rules. As a result, the state of the cache content will become unstable and the cache hit ratio will drop sharply. On the contrary, if
the prefetching control is over strict, a MSS will tend to discard some beneficial hints provided by the remote server, thus whittling down the advantage of
prefetching.
In view of these obeservation, the motivation for future study is to design an
innovative cache replacement algorithm, which not only considers the caching
effect in the mobile environment but also evaluates the prefetching rules provided by various prefetching schemes.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. CELLS DISTRIBUTION
The distance is recorded in terms of the number of cells travelled by a mobile user
at each trial. Each cell is simulated by an object structure, which in turn contains
other objects which represent the data items of the database. Using the RW model,
each cell can be identified using both an absolute number, which is the cell number,
and a reference number as explained next.

The Cell number: Using a 15X15=225 grid, cell numbers are assigned for each cell.
For each cell number "C", the row and column are given by the following formula.

Row(C)

int((C

-

1)/15) + 1

Col(C){

(2)
(X -8)

where X =

(1)

* 2 +1,

Otherwise

C mod 15.

The relative distance number: In addition to the cell number the relative distance
number is inherent to the proposed grid structure for each cell number. Relative
distance numbers are used in the simulation to identify the neighboring cells based
on the mobile user's current cell.
The distance d between two cells: The expression for distance d is easily derived
from the proposed grid geometry. This expression is used to determine the location
distribution of a mobile user. The distance is recorded in terms of the number of cells
travelled by a

mobile

user at each trial. Assuming that a cell (x 1 , y1) is d cells away

from another cell (x 2 , y2), d is given by:
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xI
d =

-

1X

-

X2',

if

JlY-

Y21,

if

IXi

X21

+1Yi

-

y21

-

D,

2=
-

x

2

0
(3)

1= 0

otherwise

where D denotes the ring distance between the two cells defined by:

1

D =-min(Ix1 - x 2 1, Iyi - Y21)
2
Example: Cell numbers. Using equations 1 and 2 the row and column numbers for
two random cell numbers 109 and 125, are (8,8) and (10,9) respectively. Next using

equation 3, the shortest path between the two cells is given by (18-101+18-91)-1 = 2
cells. Also notice that the relative distance numbers are 0 and

+16 respectively.

The motivation for using the distance factor d is two-fold. First, a mobile client
may seldom move to a cell that is far away from its shadow cluster area. Consequently,
the current and neighboring cells have a much higher prefetching benefit (and a much
less replacement probability). Second, even if a mobile client moves to a distant cell,
it takes quite some time for it to do so. During this period of time, the data may
have already been updated on the data server and, therefore, the prefetching benefit
of a data item value in distant cells is useless. However if information of distance cells
happens to be in memory it will have the highest replacement value.

APPENDIX B. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES EVALUATION
The movement probability, denoted by -y, can be considered as a

measure

of the

mobile user's speed. A low price i.e., 02, 0.3, indicates slow movement, while a value
of

-=0.

8

indicates fast movement. Then aZ, bi and cz, are the probabilities that, at

the end of each time slot, the MT moves to ring i
or remains in the same ring i, respectively.
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-

1(previous ring), i + 1(next ring)

A MT moves to a neighboring ring cell with probability 1/6. In Figure 1 for the
MT in a cell marked (*) at ring i, where (1 < i < d), the MT moves to a layer i - 1

cell with probability 1/6 (the cell has one bordering line for the (i - 1)s' neighbor),
or moves to a ring i neighbor with probability 1/6 + 1/6 = 1/3 (the cell has two
bordering lines with i neighbors), and finally moves to a neighboring higher ring i +1

with a probability 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 = 1/2 (the cell has three bordering lines for i +1
neighbors).

Figure 1 Layers crossing probabilities
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Figure 2: State diagram for the hexagonal random walk model.
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If the MT is a ring cell without the

*

mark at ring i (see Figure 1), then it moves

to ring (i - 1), i, or (i + 1) with the same probability 1/6 + 1/6 = 1/3. The following
three movement scenarios for the MT located at the ring i can take place:

1. The MT moves to ring i - 1 with a probability:

6

1

6i

6

+

1_6

6i

1

2i-1_1

3

6i

3

6i

2. The MT moves to a higher layer (i + 1) with probability:

6

1

6i

2 )

+

1- -

1-

2i -+1

1

1-.

6i

3

6i

3

6i'

3. The MIT moves to a cell within the same ring (i) with probability 1/3.

At the end of each timeslot, the user moves to an adjacent cell with probability -y,
or remains in the same cell with probability 1

-

ry.

ai, bi and cZ, are the probabilities

that, at the end of each timeslot, the MT moves to ring i - 1, i + 1 or remains in ring
i, respectively.
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These probabilities are given below:

if

0,

( -

ai

r

7,

ci =

{

if

i=0
>O

if

i=0

if+i>=

if

-,

(4)

(5)

i_= 0
(6)

if i>0
The state diagram derivation of the state transition probabilities given in [26, 24,
11] is shown in Figure 2, where state i means that the user is in a cell belonging to

ring i, 0 K i < k.

APPENDIX C. PERFORMANCE STATISTICAL COMPARISON
Statisticians have long used sampling techniques to draw conclusions about a large
population without having to examine the entire population. They want to be able
to state facts about the entire population with a high probability of being correct.
Large savings in cost are possible if only a small subset of the population is needed to
draw conclusions about the total population. In this section, we use the simulator's
output and apply sampling techniques to construct a confidence interval (region) at a
specified confidence level, to compare the hit ratio of the proposed cache management
strategy (CAPS) with the industry standards semantic cache management policy

FAR.
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Cache hit ratios comparison: The cache management strategies CAPS and FAR
were simulated for five cache sizes (10, 20, 30 ,40 and 50 % of the database) each.
The sample means for the cache hit ratio are:
T, =

2

(20.50,44.92,66.92,87.19,98.00),

=

(20.48, 35.13, 48.77, 62.67, 73.84) for

CAPS and FLA respectively, compared for a time interval defined by the number of
random walks.

Suppose that p,

and

p,

are the population (i.e., all the simula-

tion outputs) mean for each policy's cache hit ratio represented by the continuous
variables x1 and x 2 respectively. The point estimate standard deviations are sx1 and
sx

respectively.

Let us consider the interval estimate of d = T1 - T 2 . When n is

sufficiently large (i.e., n > 30), we can establish a confidence interval for pd, by considering the sampling distribution of d to be approximately normally distributed with

mean /1 d =

I - PX2 and standard deviation Ud = sd/

above which we find an area of

a/2

. Writing Za/2 for the z-value

, we can see from Figure 3 that:

1-~95

025

-=.00

2

2
z0

=s -1.96

Figure 3: Random

a

sampling
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z

1 96

confidence interval

Since in our case the sample size is small we need to use the t-distribution. A
(1 - a)100% confidence interval for Yd is given by:

0-

ta

2

(

Sd

+

-)

ta/

2

S
n))X7

7

The values of ta/2,(n1) for any confidence interval are given by (t) statistical tables
found in regular statistical textbooks. Substituting the values for d, Sd in Equation 7
we get the following confidence intervals:
CAPS-LRU confidence intervals: We calculate a 90% confidence interval to be
[8.11, 41.390 }. Thus, because for 90% Confidence interval the true mean in a range

of (8.11, 41.390) which is entirely above zero, so we can say with 90% confidence that
the FLA policy is better (higher cache hit ratio).
Next, for a 95% confidence interval, we get [3.0199, 46.460 ].

Thus, for 95%

Confidence interval the true mean in a range of (3.0199, 46.460) which is entirely
above zero, so we can say with 95% confidence that the FLA policy is better (higher
cache hit ratio).

CAPS-FAR confidence intervals: First for a 90% confidence interval, we get
[0.5166, 21.2547 ]. Thus, for 90% Confidence interval the true mean in a range
of (0.5166, 21.2547) which is entirely above zero, so we can say with 90% confidence
that the CAPS policy is better than FAR (higher cache hit ratio).
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